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Introduction

This management module is one of four produced by the State Title I
Management Practices Study to provide information on various options that
statesAnay use to manage their Chapter 1 programs, The four modules are
on the following:topics:

Application Approval,

Monitoring,

Parent Involvement, and

Enforcement.

Each management module contains examples of materia3s produced by Title I
coordinators, their staff, or their,.districts as part of their administra-
tion of the Title I program.

Chapter 1 of the Education Consolidation and Improvement Act replaces
Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Educ tion Act. Under Chapter 1,
more management decisions are left to states. However, some states will
have fewer state administrative funds under Chapter 1 than they did under
Title I. These states may have to.cut backion their members of staff,
which may mean that staff with specialized/expertisein monitoring or par-
ent involvement, for example--will be let go in favor of more "generalist"
types of stai:. Because of this potential loss of Title I experience,
four management modules were developed to present a picture of some of the
more creative practices and approaches used in past administration of
Title I programs. While some of these requirements are not present in
Chapter 1 or not included to the same extent as they had under the 1978
Title I statute (Public Law 95-561), the resUlts of the State Management
Practices Study indicate that most of the Title I coordinators reported

BY
p ns to continue activities in these areas under Chapter 1 (Bessey,

_ andt, Thompson, Harrison, Putman, & Appleby, 1982). It is hoped that
the practices and examples included In these management modules can be
adopted or adapted bvintereated-states-at minital cost, or that states
wishing to develop new practices may find some successful past examples
presented herein.after which these neF practices can be modeled.

Content of the Management Modules

Each module is organized into three sections:

a brief history of the management responsibility from Title I
to Chapter 1,

states' preliminary plans for operating under.Chapter 1 as
, collected by the State Management Practices Study through in-

deOth telephone interviews with 49 Title I.coordinators and
through follow-up interviews conducted onsite_to_a nationally-

_ representatIve-sample-of-20' states7- And'

1



examples of successful materials and practices used by
---7states under Title I.

Selection of the Exam les for Inclusion'in the Mana ement Modules

As part of the State Management Practices Study, all state agencies
receiving Title I funds were asked to send AIR.materials, documents, hand.
.books, forms, applications, instructions, rules, checklists, and so on that
they used in thei: administration of Title I prOgrams. These materials
were supplemented with other daterials collected by the T.S. Department of
Education, such as the-Monitoring and Enforcement Plans, and specific

.

materials solicited by the study ataff that Surfaced, during the telephone
interviews or the onsitevisits.

A1.1 of the materials and examples included in these ,odules are note
worthy--they were selected from thousands of documents collected from'
states. In some cases, the choices were difficult, since..several states
had similar materials that were all considered to be exemplary. The final
materials were selected on the basis of:

their interesting or unusual content,

their interesting or unusual format,

ease of reproduction, and

a desire to present a variety of techniques and materials.

It is important to emphasize,.however, that some very successful practices
or materials from states may have been overlooked--either because they were-

,

not submitted to AIR as part of the study's initial requests for materials
or because an attempt was made to select materials from the largest number
of states possible to ensure greater variety.

Use of the Mena ement Modules

It is intended that the materials and examples included.in each
module Will stimulate-State Chapter 1 staffs to generate new and creative
ideas for successful management of their Chapter 1 programs. Some of the
examples are presented.in their entirety fOr ease in xeroxing if desired.
Other examples are merely illustrative of a particular point or Practice.
In any case, states are encouraged to contact the Chapter 1 offices in
state agencies that developed the materials to request more information.
A list of the addresses for each of the states for which examples are
included in the modules'is presented as Appendix A for informational
'purposes.

2



I. The History of Enforcement: ESEA Tile I to ECIA Chapter 1 "

"A fundamental tenet of a democrattc society holds that
governments and agencies entrusted with public resources
and the authority for applying thl,have a responsibility
to render a full acccunting of the1.3%-activities. This
accountability is inherent in"..t.h.q. gove'rnmental process..."

p (House Committee on
Education and Labor, H.
Res. 423, 1979, p. 230)

While states' actUal management of their enforcement responsibilities
has varied, there are activities common to most. These have been primar-
ily based upon previous requirements, past good practices, and standards
of quality within the'audit profession. Generally, a state entoreement
system may include procedures for:

review and approval of sub-recipient (LEA and state
agency) applications;1

tinancial and coApliance audito of both recipient (SEA)
and sub-recipient activity;

review and processing eibi sub-recipient audit'reports,
including procedures for resolution of identified audit
exceptions;

requiring repaymen$-or withholding of federal fundS,,
depending upon the nature of the .identified violation;

resolution of complaints which'May inform the SEA of
sub-recipient non-compliance; and

apprising the cognizant Federal agency of major areas of
non-compliance in SEA or subrrecitdent activitn.espec-
ially in cases of waste, fraud, an0 abuse.

While not viewed by all states as an enforcement activity, moniebring
of sub-recipients may aVso inform state staff of problem areas which, if
ngt cOrrected, may be referred to audit staff for review.2

In appropriating funds under former ESEA Title I, Congras vested
responsibility at three diatinct 1,evels for ensuring that the requirements

.

ILEA application approval is presented in a separate module (Putman,
1982) due to its length and complexfty.

2Monitorina is addressed in a separate module (Ap eby, 1982). In

addition, monitoring is discussed at length in t1e study's final report
(see Bessey, Brandt, Thompson, Harrison, Putman, and Appleby, 1982).

3



and, ultimately, the intent of the program were followed., The U.S. Depart-
ment of Education was established as the grantor of funds requiring the
development, monitoring, and enforcement of regulation& that guide and
direct program implementation by'grantees (usually states) and sub-grantees
(usUally LEAs). States are similarly responsible for local school dis-
tricts and other sub-recipients.

This three-tiered administration shared the responsibility for
preserving program purpose at all levele of involvement and provided for
enforcement of compliance by a proximate and knowledgeable authority
(i.e., states were the primary enforcers of LEA compliance thereby
preserving the intent of the program legislation).

Preserving the intent of the program thus necessialed the accounta-
bility of program staff to their grantor, their public, and the Congress.
A number, of, mechanisms were provided in the law for maintaining this
accountability at all levels. Among these were application approval,
audits and audit resolution, withholding of funds; and rimplaint resolu-
tion. While it may effectively be argued that enforcemat alone has not
caused the signipieant levels of compliance that have existed in the
program to date, enforcement activities and the threat of sanctions for
non-compliance have influenced program practices (Hill, 1979; Goettel,
Kaplan, & Orland, 1977). Each one of these enforcement sections is
reviewed briefly below.

Audits and Audit Resolution

The primary mechanism for Title I enforcement is the auditing.
Auditing of Title I projects has two primary purposes--to determine fiscal .

accountability and program compliance. Fiscal audits assures that federal
funds are properly expended and accounted for. Program compliance audits
determine that federal programs are orierating ir .conformance with applic-

able laws and regulations. A third purpose 0 i audits is to
deteriine the efficiency and economy of progra..A operet':IIns. The end

result.of an audit of federal prokrams usually includ (1) the determine--
.
tion of whether the financial statements are pnt?A fairly in accord-

- ance with generally accepted accounting princip14;4, (2) the determination
of whether the organization is in compliance lilth federal laws and regula-
tions, (3) recommendations for correc,ive action and for strengtheniLs the
management systems, and (4) a request for ,repayment of misspent funds, if4
nedessary, commensura,e with the,e=ceptions noted.

Previous Auditing Requirements

Several documents directed states' audit practices under Title I.

These included:

General Education Provisions Act (GEPA'; and regulations;

P.L. 95-561 of 1978;

OMB Circular A-102P of 1979;



GAO's Standards for Audit of Governmental Organizations,
Programs, Activities and Functions; -

GAO's Guidelines for Financial 4nd Compliance Audits of
Federally Assisted Pro rams;

Education Division General Administrative Regulations
(EDGAR) of 1980;

191U Title I Regulations;

OMB's Questions and Answers on the Single Audit Pro7i-
sions of OMB Circular A-102, 1981; and

6
OMB Compliance Supplement, 1980.

Each of these is reviewed separately to provide historical perspec-

tive.

GEPA. Prior to the enactment of the 1978 Title I statilte, education
administrators were bound by the audit requirements in the General Educa-
tion Provisions Act (GEPA) and the General Provisions for Programs Regula-
tions (GPPR), which contained general requirements applicable to all

federally funded education programs.

, Part 100b of GPPR (1973) related to state administered programs and

included requirements for financial management and accountability, allow-
able costs, monitoring and reporting, and subgrantee compliance.

Section 100b.301(h) .fpecifically required that audits be made by the
state agency.or subgrantee to determine fiscal integrity and compliance
with applicable requirements of the grant or 'subgrant at least once every

two years. While agencies that received federal funds had to be audited
every two years, audiotors needed only ,to sample the agency's transactions

or programs, and-Title-L-would-not-accassartLy-be-included every time an

audit wai conducted of that agenCy.

P.L: 95-561. Bott the House and-Senate re0Ov:s on the 1978 Education
Amendments discussed previous findings'that state and local agencies were .

in non-compliance with audit requirements, particularly regarding the
conduct of compliance audits. Aa a result, Congress decided to clarify
and place within the 1978 Title I statute certain specific audit responsir

bilit:es. The 1978 Title I legislation,-for the first time, contained
Specific requirements for audits of Title I within Section 170. .

Section 170 of the 1978 Title I statute directed states to provide
for audits of Title I expenditures'to determine fiscal integrity of grant
and sub-grant financial transattions and Compliance with applicable

requirements. The 1978 law did not specify the frequency of audits.

(Thia,i,ssue Was Jater_addressed,by_regulation.) States.were required to

establish procedures for timely and appropriate auait reioTutiona-,
ing a process for repsYment of misspent or misapplied funds. The.I978

statute further directed E15,to establish standards for audit resOlUtion

5



procedures of states. In addition, Section 171 required states to submit
to ED a monitoring and enforcement plan (MEP) that would specify the

aforementioned procedure's.

A-102P. In October.1979, the Office of Management and Budgei pub-
lished "Circular A-102; Uniform Administrative Requirements for Grants-
in-Aid to State and Local Governments, Attachment P-4udit Reguirements"
(referred to as A-102P). The attachment wata result of an initiative 'by
then President arter to improve the auditing of federally assisted
sprograms through increased audit coordination between federal agencieS and

greater reliance on audits to be lade by state and local governments. OMB

Circular A-102P is a final policy of the Executive Branch of the Federal
Government and ,is directed at federal agencies (44 FR 60958, 1979). It

communicates.that it is the Administration's policy that federal agtncies
require, through regulation, that state and local governments receiving-
fedeia1 funds have audits conducted incponformance with A-102P stipula-
tions.

A-102P was not fteviously required of SEAs and LEAs through ED
regulation; however, audits conduated in conformance with A-102P have been
considered in compliance with audit requirement's. Po a result, sode
staes began to modify audit practices in terms f A-102P stipulations..

The impact of A-102P will increase under Chapter 1.

A,-102P provides for independent audits of fiscal and program compli-

ance on an organization-wide rather than grant-by-grant basis.

Such audits afe to determine whether (a) financial
operttions are conducted properly, (b) the financial
statements are presentedfairly, (c) the organization has
complied with laws and regulations affecting the expendi-

_ ture of federal funds, (d) internal procedures have beeni
-----Thitabl-ished to meet the objectives of federally assisted

programs, ainancial re orts to the fedetal
.Government coritain accurate and re a -le-information.

CP
(44FR 60959, 1979)

In further explanation of thtcompliance audit, A-102P requires an
examination of the:

systems established to ensure compliance with laws'and
regulations affecting the expenditures of federal funds...

(44 FR 60959, 1979)

In addition, the audit examination must determine whether

Federal funds tre being expended in accordance with.the
terms of applicable agreements...

(44 FR 60959, 1979)'

A-102P requires that audits be made at least every two years. SEAs and

LEAs may arrange for independent audits and prescribe audit scope, consis-

tent with A-102P, according to their own procedures. Any additional audit



,.c
work beyond that required by A102-P, including federal audits, is to build
upon work already done. A-102P contains further requirements relating to
the audit report and the responsibilities of the federal agencies
overseeing the audit functions.

. Standards. In .addition.to its own specifications, A-102P stipulates
that audits be conducted in accordance with General Accounting Office's
(GAO) Standards for Audits of Governmental Organizations, Programs,
Activities, and Functions, (Comptroller General, 1981), the Guidelines for
Financial and Compliance Audits of Federally Assisted Proirams,.(Comp-
troller General,' 1980), any compliance supplements approved by OMB, and
generally accepted auditing:standards. .The Standards for Audit; first
published in 1972,,' provides background information and definitions of
concepts and terms, and prescribes specific procedures, etandards.for
luality work, and reporting guidelines. It describes three possible

elements of audit scope: financial and compliance audit, economy And
efficiency audit, and audit of prOgram results. Most relevant to. A-102P

is the first, financial and compliance audit, and the definition contained
within the Standards is donsistent with that contained in A-102P.

The Standards for Audit provides little new insight toward an under-
standing of compliance auditing, repeating that the'audit determines

whether there is compliance with laws and regulations
which could materially affect the entity's financial
statements.

(Comptroller General, 1981, p. 13)

While this concept is explained later in the publication, it still 'pro-
vides little information telpful in planning the scope of audits for

individual programs.

Specifically, the aliditors are to satisfy themselves that
the entity has not incurred significant unrecorded
liabilities (contingent or actual) through failute to
comply with, or through violation of, laws and regula-

tions.

(Comptroller General, 1981: p. 25)

As noted in the discussion of A-102P, it is left to the state or local
government requesting an audit to determine and prescribe the specific
scope of the audit prior to the start of auait. (The minimum requirements
to be audited for6compliance were later prescribed in the 1981 Title I
regulations. In addition, both the House Report and Senate Report on
P.L. 95-561 in 1978 indicated that the minimum'scope of Title i compliance
audits should include target area selection, selection of children to be
served, supplemental use of funds and prohibition against general aid.)

The standards contained in this GAO document also deal with auditor
qualifications, independence, due professional care, and scope impair-

7
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Aents. The issue of independence of the auditor, as prescribed by A-102P,
has received a high level of attention by states.

In all matters relating to the audit work, the audit
organization and the individual auditors, whether govern-
ment or public, must'be free from personal or external
impairments to independence, must be organizationally
independent, and,shall maintain an independent attitude .

and appearance.

(Comptroller General, 1981, p. 17)

Independence is considered critical not only in order that auditors'
judgments and .recommendations be impartial but.also that they be viewed as
impartial by.outside parties interestcl in.audit results.

In addition to the detailed considerarions'of auditor independence
presented-within-the-Standard-a-for "Audit, the-pUblidation refers th-e
reader to the AICPA Code of Professional Ethics.

Guidelines. The GuidelineS for Financial and CoMpliance Audits of
Federally Assisted Programs (Comptroller General, 1980) was.the second
-dochment referenced by A-102P. The 1980 publication of the document
(currently under revisiOn) provided information to assist the auditor in
planning the audit, studying internal control, and testing-procedures for
fiscal audit. The document providedsieveral relevant appendixes, includ-
ing a fiscal questionnaire and documentation guide, illustrative financial
statements, and OMB Circular A-102P. Particularly relevadt to the fore-
going discussions,is the chapter on compliance audits_. While the Guide-
lines repeated many-of the-definitions of, compliance auditing cited
herein, it went further in referencing requirementa-rh-berchiCked-4
determining compliance.

0

Three of the most important requirements are recipient
eligibility, coverage of Services, and matching 'require-
ments,. If funds are used to provide services not in-
cluded in the grant award, ...the total amount of the
award may have to be returned to the grantor agency.

While these requirements may not cover all significant
compliance requirements, they do ihclude some of the most
important ones and their verification at least would
indicate that funds were used for their intended pur-
pose... Other requirements that may be applicable
include maintenance of effort, indirect cost rate deter-
mination,end allocation and cost principles.

(Comptroller.General, 1980, p.9)

Since A-102P requires the conduct of audits in accordance with the
Guidelines, states had to consider the above specifications in planning
the scope of their audits.

8 15
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EDGAR. In 1980, HEW published the Education Division General Admin-
istrative Regulations (EDGAR). These were subsequently renamed the
Education Department General Aaministrative Regulations as a result of the
Department of Education Organization Act.

Section 100b.700 Tequired SEA and-LEA compliance' with applicable

mandates, plans, and applications. Section 100b.702 iequired SEAs and .

LEAs to use fiscal control and fund accounting procedures that ensure
proper diabursement of, and accounting for, federal funds.

--Section 10013:702 also referenced 45 CFR Part 74, Subpart 11,,Standards

for Grantee and Subgiantee Financial Management Systems. Section 74.61(h)

required audits in conformance to GAO's Standards in order to examine, on
an organization-wide basis, the fiscal integrity of financial transactions

and compliance with the terms-of the award for those programs tested: The

regulation required audit frequency of once every two years., procedures
for timely' and appropriate audit resolution, and provision_ of:audit

reporis'to a regional HEW Audit Agency office. (45 CFR Part 74 has,since

been reviSed as 34 CFR Part 74, discussed later in this module.

Section 100b.739 of EDGAR required both SEAs and LEAs to keep spec-
ific records including those necessary to facilitate effective audits. In

addition, Section 100b.731 requireli the retention of records which would

demonstrate compliance with-ptogram requirements.

Title I regulations. In January 1981, ED issued regulations on the'

1978 Title I statute: The issuance of regulations Was delayed for several

reasons. According to House Hearing records, the 1979 Notice of Proposed'
Rulemaking was delayed due to lack Of clarity and existence of errors in .

the proposed regulations. These proposed regulations had been an attempt

to write rules in "common'sense," "non-bureauctatic" language '(House

Resolution 423, pp. 3-4). In an effort to be responsive to criticism,of

that method, a iecond Notice of Proposed Rulemaking was issued in 1980f

and these regulations were made final in January 1981. When issued as

final regulations in 1981, they clarified and expanded upon the provisions

of the 1978 legislation. President Reagan's administration, however,
delayed the effective date of these regulations until-30 March 1981 to

permit further review. ED then changed some portions of these regulations

to guidelines as of the-effective date.- It' is important to note that,

during the time period 1978-until 1981, states also operated under

directions received fromED-through progiam directives, program reviews,

and telephone conversations.

Section 200.190 of the 1981 regulatioris required audits for both

fiscal integrity and program compliance. Compliance audits were to

include review of the following Title I requirements where applicable:

designating school attendance areas;

children to be served;

fidelitY of TrOject to the LEA application;

9
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supplement, not supplant;

prohibition regarding general aid;

private school participationl

'coMparability;

maintenance of fiscal efforti and

excess costs.

In addition, audits were generally to be conducted once every three
years by independent auditors. Independence was defined as employed by
the state but outside the Title I administrative unit or employed by a
private firm that is supervised by the state.

Sections 200.191 through 200.196 related to audit resolution,
appeals, repayment, use of repaid funds, and collection adtions.

uestions and Answers. -OMB issued Questions and Answers on the
,Single Audit Trovisions of 0MB Circular A-012 in December:1981 that*

addressed seveal 'questions raised by A-102P. This document indicated
that states are responsible for insuring that sub-recipients,conduct
audits in accordance'with A-162P; review LEA audit reports and take any ;

appropriate folow-up measures. Correspondingly-, during an audit of the

state agency, the auditor is to:

a. review the recipient's [SEA] system for obtaining and acting on
subgrantee [LEA and state agency] audit reports;

b. test to determine whether'the system is functioning in.accordance
a

with prescribed procedures; and

c. Comment on the recipient's [SEA] monitoring and disbursing
procedures with respect to subgrantees [LEAs and state agencies,
if warrented by the circumstances]. Reported questioned costs
require consideration for materiality, possible adjustment of
financial statements, and possible footnote diaclosure.

(Financial Management Board, 1981, pp. 5-6)

OMB Compliance.Supplement, 1980. In August, 1980, OMB issued a
compliance supplement that provided guidance for audits of the 60 largest

federal programs. With regard to Title t, the document ?scribed the
authorization, objectives of the program and the major compliance fea-

tures. These included the uses of funds and use restrictions relating to
'instruction'and serviceS, applicant (SEA) eligibility, and beneficiary

(LEA Title I programs) eligibility.

Summary. The impact of this multiplicity of audit mandates and
guidance was confusion Over required procedures of states and Naried

practices among the states. To complicate this problem, enforcement of

10
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audit.requirements was inconsistent. For example; compliance auditing and
independence of auditors were two long-standing requirements that were
ignored by some states. In ad4ition, many states previously questioned
the applicability of A-102P requirements to their LEA Title I programs.
States expressed frustration over past audit requirements and procedures.
For Chapter 1 programs, however, the requirements for auditing sub-
recipients are intended to reduce burden and increase coordinatiou'of

6

audit activities.

11.12ar e Auditi Requirements

Guidance related to auditing Chapter 1 programs is available from the
following sources:

ECIA of 1981, Chapters 1 and 3;

1982 Chapter 1 regulations;

34 CFR Part 74.62;

OMB Draft CoMpliance Requirements;

GAO's new Draft Audit Guide; and
ts,

GAO's Standard for Audits of Governmental OrganiZa-
tions, Programs, Adtivities, and Functions'.

Each of these documents is briefly reviewed below.

ECIA of 1981: Chapter 1 of ECIA is far less prescriptive regarding
audit procedures than Title I. Section 556(b) of the new statute requires
that LEAs

...keep such records and provide such information to the
state educational agency as may be required for fiscal

This provision doe$ not specifically indfcAte audits by the SEA;
however,Section 596(a) of EQIA Chapter 3 (General Provisions) incorpor-
ates Section 435(b)(5) of GEPA, which requires

...that the state will use fiscal control and fund
accounting procedures that will ensure proper disburse-
ment'of, and accounting for, Federal funds paid to the
state...

While this is the extent of references to auditing Chapter 1 programs,*
Section 591 of Chaper 3 authorizes ED to

regulations...relating to proper fiscal eccount-
ing for funds,appropr4ated under this.subtitle....[aud]...
which are deemed necessarylto reasonably insure that
there is compliance with the specific requiremeLts and
assurances required by this.subtitle.



The Secretary is considering the issuance of an amendment td

34 CFR 74.62, which will address the requirement of an audit plan in
Section 434(a)(2) of GEPA. Section 434(a)(2) of. GEPA requites states to,

. submit to ED a plan for monitoring and enforcement of complianceby local
agencies-with fedezal requirements, including independent audits. If

issued, this amendment.would appiy to Chapter 1.

Chapter / retmlations. ED released-final regulationa'for Chapter 1.

on 29 July 1982. The regulations proviHe some guidance for SEA planning.

One of the mijor changes in enforcement activity provided in these regula-

tions is that the provisions of EDGAR; Code Of Federal Regulations
(CFR) 34, Part 74 Administration.of Grants, except for Section 74.62; and
Part 76 State Administered Programs will-not apply to Chapter 1. Instead,

states May apply "equivalent" procedures of their own for financial

management and control of their Chapter I program. However, states .

continuing to use the provisiots:in EDGAR will be considered to be in .

compliance with the accountability provisions of Chapter 1 (47 FR 6586,

1982).

Sections 200.56 and 200.57 of the regulations relate to recordkeeping.
requirements, audits, and access to records. Section 200.56(b)(2) re

quires state and local agencies to keep

other reCords that are needed to facilitate an effective
audit of,the Chapter 1 project and that show compliance

-.with Chapter 1 requirements.

Section 200.57(b) requires that any state or local governement that

recieves Chapter 1 funds conduct audits in conformance with requirements

of 34 CFR 74.62

34 CFR Part 74.62. By referende, EDGAR incorporated the general
regulation for the administration of grants (34 CFR Part 74). Sec-

tion 74.61 (h) set forth specific audit tandards for all grant programs,

including Title I. This 1982 amendment to,EDGAR provides, for audit
requirements established in OMB Circular A-102 Attachment .the conduct

of-audits on an organization-wide basis rather,than a grant-by-grant

basis, the requirement for fiscal and program compliance audits, audits at

least once every'two years, and theuse of independent auditors.

Organization7wide auditing has become known as,the single-audit

concept. This type of audit practice permits,an LEA to atrange for one

audit of all its federal education' programs tb be conducted simultaneously

by a single auditor (or.firm),.thereby reducing duplication of effort and

disruption of local practice. Guidance on implementation of A-102P was

provided to the State Management Practices Study by a regional.Inspector

General for Audit in Region:VIL. Nis memorandum is presented in Figure 1.
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MEMORANDUM
To: Kim Putman

State Management Practices Study

From: Rodney Small
Regional Inspector General, Region VII
OIG Office of Audit

Re: 'A-7102P Audits

The various Inspector Generals are required as part of their
responsibilities as "Cognizant Agency" to provide guidance to recipient
organizations and.their independent auditors on how to satisfy the audit .

requirements imposed by OMB Circular A-102P.

At the onset of ite relationship with e recipient organization, a
cognizant audit agency should communicate with recipient_organization
officials and their auditors to foster.an understanding of the require-
ments of Attachment P. Ideally, euch communication should occur on a

face-to-face baeis; however, written communications may effectiyely be
used to accomplish.this objective. This initial communication should be.

.designed so that the recipient organization and its auditors clearly
understand what their responsibilities are under Attachment P. At a

minimum, the following topics should be discussed "up front:"

a. The recipient organization and/or its auditors should haVe in ,
their possession all the reference material they need to properly

conduct the audit (i.e., Attachment P itself, and the publica-

tions cited in Paragraph 5, Attachment P)..

b. The recipient organization should have a clear understanding of

the qualifications requirements for auditors prescribed by the

GAO Standards, Chapter IV. They should also understand that the
auditor should be engaged in accordance with procedures which are
in Compliance with OMB Circular A-102, Attachment 0 and Paragraph

16-of Attachment P. 'These understandings will help ensure that '

the recipient properly engages a qualified auditor.

c. The recipient organization should clearly specify in its'engage-

ment agreement with the auditor that the audit will include the

requirements of. 011B Circular A-102, Attachment P, and that 'all

Federal awards will be included in the scope of the audit in
'accordance with Attachment P requirements.-

d. Among the tatters for-which cognizant audit agencies will;-upon

request, provide technical assistance are:

(i) compliance requirements for grants both included
and not included in compliance supplements
approved by OMB; and

Figure .'.Memorandum on Implementation of A-102P
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(ii) assistance to auditers eoncerning the repreaentative
of charges to Federal grants required by OMB Circular-

A-102, Attachment P, Paragraph 7.

The auditor who will perform the audit should clearly understand
that Attachment P audits require the expression of opinions, and
inclusion of comments in audit reivorts or management letters
whiCh go-beyond the standard opinions and comments usually
presented in audit reports.

The "up front" discussions with the recipient organization and its
auditors should also include discussion of:

(i) who to contact when questions arise;

(ii) when the audit report will in submitted; and

(iii) fiow, to whom, and how many copies of the'report will
be submitted.

Figure 1. (continued)
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OMB Draft Compliance Requirements. . In February 1982, OMB, in con-
junction with. AICPA,'prepared a draft of a new compliance supplement.to
replace the 18. August 1980 OMB compliance supplement (Reed, 1982)'. his
document, which is expected to be issued in .final form late in 1982, will
provide fot the specific Compliance-areas to be tested and audit proced-
ures to be used during a complian6e review. In the current draft, the
Chapter 1 program.mandates specified for review include:

selection of attendance areas, Section 556(b)(1);

annual needs assessment, Section 556(b)(2);

private school participation, Section 557(a);

maintenance of effort, Section 558(a);

supplement not supplant, Section 558(b);

comparability of services, Section 558(c); and

prohibition againii general eid to education, Section 555(c).

The final compliance supplement will coyer over 60 major Federal
programs,'including Chapter 1. These 60 programs are to be tested on

every audit conducted. Other federal programs may be tested on any audit
but should be examined over at least a fouror five-year period.

GAO Standards. In addition to its own specifications, A-102P refers°
to the GAO Standards for Audit of Governmental Organizations, Pro$rams,
Activities and Functions, previously reviewed (Comptroller-General,
1981). Guidance proviad in the Standards includes definitions of com-
monly used audit terms and concepts, descriptions of procedures to be used
in planning, conducting and reporting the audit, standards for the quality
of the auditor's work, and .formats for reporting.

GAO's Draft Audit Guide. The Guidelines for Financial and Compliance

.

Audits of Federally Assisted Programs is currently under major revision
(Task Force, 10.82). The final document is expected to.be issued 'in

October 1982. The 'draft" of thia document indicates that it will be of
sreat assiatance in conducting financial and compliance audits of feder-
ally assisted programs. This document identifies the specific reporting
requirements required by OMB-Circular A-102P .as well as provides detailed
exhibits of bow to satisfy these requirements. In addition, this document
provides other specific guidance for the independent auditor regarding how
to "plan" for the- single audit, and'it indicates what is-expected by the.
Federal Government as the minidum "scope" requirements for a single.
organization-wide audit. 'This, in conjunction with the compliance supple-
ment discussed earlier, should clear up many uncertaintieS about the audit
requirements specified. by OMB Circular A-102P.

It is quite clear that the requirement for fiscal audit contained
within the Chapter 1 statute carries the full Torce of law. Regulations
implementing the requirements of A-102P have been published and apply to

Chapter i.

AIS 15
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Withholding of Payments

A second component of the enforcement system that. was provided under
Title I is the authority tg withhold paydents of federal funds in the case
of violations of applicable law and regulations.

The 1978 Title I statute provided that an SEA notify the LEA or state
agency of its intention to withhold part or all of its future funding,
after opportunity for a hearing, due to non-compliant activities. Pending
the outcome of proceedings to withhold, an SEA could also suspend payments
to an agency. Withholding would continue until the SEA was satisfied that
the LEA or state agency was in compliance, or until there was in effect a
compliance agreement that specified the terms and conditions under which
the LEA or state agency would achieve compliance.

The 1881 Title I regulations.elaborated on the procedures for with-
holding, provided for suspension of payments, and permitted the SEA to
return withheld funds to the same agency upon achievement of compliance
(Section 200.200d) or reallocate the funds to other agencies if the
non-compliant agency remained in violation of law .(Section 200.386). The

regulations further described the use of compliance agreements in order to
avoid the withholding action. The compliance agreement could be used only
for current violations, and must have included details of the viola-
tion(s), actions necessary to achieve compliance, and a schedule for
resolving the violation(s) within 90 days.

It is imporant to note that the agency could not be'held liable for
repayment of funds spent during the existence of the agreement on non-
compliant activities specified in the agreement (Section 200.210c). That
is, once the compliance agreement begins, the,SEA can no longer withhold
funds or request additional repayment for funds spent during the existence
of the agreement for the violations covered in the agreement.

One unresolved question involves both repayment and withholding.

Might a state have used both sanctions for one violation--repayment for
past misexpenditure and withholding to prevent further misexpenditure
until the violation has been corrected? Theoretically, an SEA,.as a

result of an audit, could have required repayment for disallowed costs
because of a violation and, if the agency failed to correct the situation,
could also have withheld future payments. As part of that action, the SEA
could have also suspended payments pending the outcome of the withholding
provision. Of course, the agency's application for the succeeding year
could not have been approved until corrective actions were taken.

This issue was raised after reviewing states' MEP audit sections and
the guidance provided by ED for developing the.MEP. The ED model/sample
MEP stated that the withholding authority was a possible enforcement
mechanism for monitoring, and repayment was the only specified "corrective
action" cited for audit exceptions (ESEA Title I Program Directive,

1979). Yet audit exceptions can be monetary or procedural. Monetary
exceptions require repayment, while procedural exceptions require correc-

tive actions. However, nothing in the law or regulations directly
addressed the authority to use either or both remedies (withholding and

16
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repayment) to address violations, regardless of whether.the non-coMpliance
was identified by monitors or auditors.

Chapter 1 includes no specific
for ED. However, Section 200.59 of
Chapter 1 program for LEAs contains
state rulemaking:

withholding authority for states, only
the regulations implementing the
the following provision regarding.

To carry out its responsibilitiesv and SEA may, in
accordance with state law, adopt rules, regulations
procedures, guidelines, and criteria regardidg the,use of
Chapter 1 funds, provided that those rules, regulaeions,
proceduree, guidelines, and criteria do not conflict with
the provisions of--

(1) Chapter 1;

(2) The regulations in this part; or

(3) Other applicable federal statutes and regulations.

Thus, the SEA does ha.lie the authority to adopt reasonable rules consistent
with Sections 200.190-200.195 and 200.200 of the 1981 Title Iregulations
relating to auditing and withholding of payments (Small, 1982).

Complaint Resolution

A third compoftent of the SEA enforcement system authorized under
Title I is the SEA,requirement to'adopt written complaint resolution
procedures. While'not always associated with enforcement, the statute
referred to these resolution procedures as a mechanism to acquire informa-
tion regarding violations Df Title I or other applicable GEPA provisions
by receiving complaints and complaint appeals from LEAs and state agen-

cies. Procedures were to include timelines for resolution, onsite inves-
tigation (if, necessary), an opportunity for hearing, right of appeal to
ED, and dissemination of such procedures to intefested persons, including

parent advisory councils.

The 1981 Title I regulations elaborated on this area, specifying SEA
regolution of complaints within 60 days (under normal circumstances) or
referral to the appropriate LEA within 30 days. The regulations also

described the content of an SEA final resolution of a complaint and
provided for an appeal to ED within 30 days of receipt of the SEA's
decision (Sections 200.180-200.188).

Regarding future SEA responsibilities, the SEA complaint resolution
requirement is absent from both the Chapter 1 statute.and the accompanying

regulations. However, adoption of complaint procedures at the SEA level
is not inconsistent with the intent of thapter 1.

17



. Summary

't is quite clear that both the Chapter 1. law and its proposed
regulitions are brief and general; the ,primary oblectives being ro redFe
regu14tory burden and free the schools of unnecessary federal supervision,
direction, and contral. While it may be argued that lack of pTescriptive
regulation reaults.in increased adiinistrative flexibility, it may also be
argued that Chapteryhas'left program managers with many questions
regarding permissible aCtivities, allowable costs, and expected and
required reponsibilities. For example:

Question: What specific requirements must be checked in
program compliance audits? Answer: State and local
*fiscal integrity and program compliance, especially those
requirements specified in the new OMB compliance.supple-
meat?

Question: Must Chapter 1 programs be represented among
transactions tested or sampled under nrganization-wide
audits every time a grantee' (SEA) or subgrantee (LEA) is
audited (at least every two years)? Answer; yese The
60 largest ED programs, as listed in the new OMB com-
pliance supplement and including Chapter 1,,must be
tested on each financial and.compliance audit.

Question: May states use rulemaking authority to require
activities by LEAs, particularly those related to LEA
accountability? Answer: Yes. Section 200.59 of the
Chapter 1 regulations allow for state rulemaking

Questidn: As trustees-of public funds, must states
receive and resolve complaints in a timely manner?
Answer: Since Chapter 1 is a state-administered program
the decision is left to states. Complaint resolution is,
however, considered good management practice.

Question: What enforcemenelanctians may states employ to
bring LEAs into compliance? Can ongoing SEA desk-
auditing of LEA requests for reimbursements for unallow-
able costs, coupled with technical assistance to correct
the situation, serve a similar function? 'Answer: SEA
sanctions remain virtually the same as under Title I.

While many of the requirements for auditing have not changed, their
Jenforcement is expected to result in modification of some states' prac-
tices. The reaction among recip,ients,of federal 'assistance to the lack of
further audit guidance and lack of specificity of program mandates may .be
fears of audit exception and a resultant wide range of enforcement prac-
tices among states. The Chapter 1 regulations address this issue.

To the extent feasible, the secretary will give deference
to an SEA's interpretation of 4, Chapter 1 requirement if
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that interpretation.is not ibconsistent with the Chap-
ter 1 statute, legislative history, and regulations

(47 FR 6585, 1982)

It may be expected that it will be some time before state and local
program officials become' familiar with Chapter 1 statute, legislative
history, and regulations, and that change will.be marked yith a signifi-
cant level of anxiety. .It is also likely that management practices will
change slowly from Title I proceduresrto Chapter 1 procedures. .We may

take a leSson from history in conaidering the possible future of Chapter 1
regulation from ED. In reference to the years following.the issuance of
the 1965 Title I statute, an'unnamed Washington observer reportedly'
commented about the similarity between that time and.the present.

Because many points weren't clear in the first regula-
tions pUblished fot the ESEA after it was passed in 1965,
the U.S. Office of Education began issuing a stream of
clarifications and program guidelines, particularly for
Title I.

Over the years, the guidelines became so voluminous and
confusing that states and local education agencies
pleaded,for self-contained regulations. When they got
the regs, they pointed with horror to how long, and
burdeniome they were. Now the idea seems to be to make
the regulations short again--so they will again need
non-binding guidelines.(Robinson, 1982, p. 4)

ED issued a draft "Chapter 1 Handbook" in March. 1982. The handbook
contains guidelines for SEAs administering LEA Chapter 1 projects; the :

guidelines are binding upon ED and non-binding on state and local edupa-
tion agencies.

The contents of the Handbook include reviews of Chapter 1 defini-
tions, state assurances, payments for state administration, LEA require-
ments, services to local neglected or delinquent institutions, and appli-
cability of other statutes and regulations. Included in the appendixes
are copies of ECIA, the Chapter 1 regulations; and OMB Circular A-102P.
While SEAs and LEAs will be encouraged to develop alternative approaches
to the guidance offered by ED, recipients of funds are likely to listen
closely to the words of the body holding the purse strings.
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U. States' Preliminary Plans Regarding.Chapter 1 Enforcement Activities

As states plan their Chapter 1 management, ctiordinators are looking
to each other for further information regarding SEA responsibilities,
clarification of unresolved issues, and creative ideas for implementa-
tion. States have asked members of the State Management.Practices Study
to report., info&ation on other states' plans.

The study addressed.the area of SEA enforcement activities under ESE4
Title I. State coordinators indicated 'what enforcement measures they
would continue_if,none were specifically required by law. Since the

provisions of Chapter 1 were not in existence at the'time of the early
interviews, the answers to this question were purely speculative. As.part

of the interviews conducted onsite to a representative sample of 20
states, state-level personnel were queried specifically about their
continuation plans under Chapter 1. By this time, Chapter 1 reqUirements
were.a little better understood, and state coordinators were-beginning to

make plans as to What aspects of their Title I practices would or would

not be included as part of Chapter 1 managemeht.

The discussionS on continuation plans.are presented in two parti for
audits, withholding,land complaint resolution.. Withineach.section,- the
speculative anSwers provided by the 49 Title I coordinators during the
telephone interviews are summarized and interpreted first, followed by
information obtained from the 20 state Title I dootdinators in response to
specific probes about their management plans under Chapter 1.

Audits and Audit Resolution

To assess ehe Atte Title I .coordinators' perceptions of the impor-.

tance of auditing and the future of the activity, they-were first asked

.whether state and federal audits are necesssary. Most (Na68) felt that

state audits are necessary activities; a leiser number felt that federal

audits (N128) are necessary. Some of these felt that, while audits of

LEAS were needed, this respOnsibility,should rest with the states, not the

federal government.

On .the basis of theie answers to the-entire auditing section of the
interview, coordinators were classified as having auditing attitudes es,

follows:

positive toward fiscal audits,
.audits (N116),

positive toward fiscal audits,
audits -(N27), and :

negative toward fiscal and program audits 1=5)..

positive toward Program

negative toward program

One state could not be classified. These,attitudes reflect controversy

regardihg the merits of fiscal and program audits.

Continuation of fiscal audits.was reported by 42 states;c,continuation,
of Program audits was reported by 15 stateS, If auditing were not a-
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requirement for states, only four states felt they would not conduct
audits, two saying they could not unless it was a federal requirement. In

addition, three of these four repotted general dissattsfaction with the
audit provisions of P.L. 95-561. This trend also held true among states

that did not Consider state audits necessary. While some problems may

have been expressed by those states planning to continue auditing, most
were not generally dissatisfied as a result of their experiences with

auditing.

-The 42 states that would plan tu continue fiscal audits believed
maintaining fiscal accountability was important to ensure that.Title I

funds are spent for their intended purposes. The level of frustration
that Title I coordinators experienced in implementing 'program audits.is
reflected b)i the fact that only 15 states said they 14ould continue.program
compliance audits;. another 19 stated strongly that they would not plan to

continue program audits. This latter group of states also expressed
general dissatisfaction with the audit provisions.

Other audit continuation plans reported by states that they might make

if audits were not required include:

rely on monitdring rather than program cbmpliance audits
to ensure accountability (N=20);

rely on state lewd or.rules for audits (N=13);

modify certain audit procedures, such as repayment
'5methods' or conduct of.onsite visits (N=6);

place less overall emphasis on auditing (N=6);

rely on LEA general education audits that also include
Title I programs (N=5); and

audit certain programs only, such as those programs with
a history of problems, programs in large LEAs, or those

programs requesting audits (N=4).

A sizable number of state Title I coordinators (N=35) also indicated -

that there were other enforcement sanctions that could be used in addition

to or instead of auditing. These sanctions are listed in Table 1.



Table 1

.SEA Enforcement Sanctions Other Thah Auditing

Other EnfOrcement Sanceions

Use Monitoring

Number of States

28

Use Withholding, Compliance Agreements,
and Repayment of.Funds 7

Use Technical Assistance 5

Use State Authority, Rules Lewd. 11 ,.

'Use General LEA Audits 6

Use Federal Auditors 2

Most prefeFred to use monitoring to enforce requirements of Title I. This.

comMent is understandable, because monitoring has traditionally'been under

the control of the state Title I unit,,while auditing has not. ,Fourteen

states indicated clearly that they would not want the federal governMent

auditors to replace the state auditori and fulfill the SEA audit function.

These .data indicate that, while coordinators feel that fiscal accoun-
tability is important, they prefer tO use their own Title I progrdm

monitors for program review and improvement.

The four states indicating that they would not plan to continue

auditing were aldo the States classified as having the most anti-auditing

attitudes.mentiOned above. They felt that neither fiscal nor program

compliance audits were necessary. The states with positive attitudes

toward fiscal auditing but negative attitudes toward program audits

generally reported an interest in enfoicement sanctions other than audit-

ing to ensure compliance with the program.

The multiplicity of past audit mandates resulted in a variety of

-*attitudes toward addiang. .Much of.the negative cpmments regarding

auditing"may.be attributed to the confusion that resulted from inconsis-

tent enforcement of audit requirements, as well as lack of knowledge among

coordinators of this independent activity.

.0
Follow=up interviews subsequently conducted onsite in 20 states

provided an opportunity to discuss spedific auditing plans under Chap-

ter 1. Both the Title I coordinators and their auditors, where available,

were queried about their future'plans.

Most states (0.19) indicated.that they wOUld cOntinue fiscal audit-

ing,: Only one state was unsure whether or not fiscal audits would con-

-22.
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tinue. Only a-small number of states (N=6) indicated they would continue
program audits; the remainder responded negatively or were unsure of

- future plans in this area. This result is nOt unexpected for several

. reasons: d.

Most state Title I coordinators (N=32) had less than
. positive attitudes toward prograii audits.

In the absence of federal audit requirements; few (N=15)
states indicated they would continue program audits.

The regulations for ECIA.and the revised EDGAR regula-
tions, which required implementation of OMB Circular
A102-P, had not been released as of the date Of the
interviews. Thus, based upon the language of ECIA,
seVeral states thought that they would no longer be
requited to conduct program compliance audits.

It is now apparent that A102-P audits will be enforced for federal
program auditing, including Chapter 1 programs. Unstructured follow-up
contacts wittva small sample of coordinators indicated that plans are
currently underway in some states for implementing A102-P. Based upon the
data presentedhere, and the requirements for-A102-P described in the
introduction, further changes to states audiing,practices are- expected.

Withholding of Payments

Almost all coordinators agreed that, if there weretio enforcement
sanction in the la4 for withholding payments', they would include some as,

part Of their program management (N=34). Seven coordinators said they

would use it, because they, like or need the authority when dealing With

some of,.their LEAs. Ten coordinators, however, indicated that dse of

withhold! ,g as an enforcement sanction depended upon the preSence of a

faderal/state mandate or approval from state policymakers.

Although most coordinators preferred to have the law regarding with-
holding of payments unchanged, a sizable number (N=27) felt they could
enforce compliance in other ways. Ted coordinators said they could
enforce compliance through persuasion, threats, coercion, Or bluffing; six
suggested enforcing compliance through current activities, such as moni-
toring or auditing; and three suggested.withholding approval of LEA

applications. Three coordinators, however, felt-that withholding of
payments is the best or most effective way to enforce compliance.

State Title I coordinators from a sample of 20 states were queried
spedifically about their plans to use withholding of payments as an
enforcement sanction under Chapter 1.

Most of these coordinators (N=14) felt.that they would continue to use

withholding as an enforcement sanction, while the remaining (N=6) states
indicated they would not or that they were unsure of their plans.
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States that planned to continue to use withholding.felt strongly that

withholding helped strengthen their program management. Some of the

comments made by the Title I coordinators include:

.
States have the right.ind the obligation to stop any
activities that are illegal or-educationally unsound.

Withholding is a useful threat. We will use it'in the
most extreme circumstances to effect compliance.

Withholding, in some cases, is the only way to bring
schools into line.

If you slap the wrists of an.LEA once, the others will
stay in line.

Withholding of payments is the only leverage a state has
to change. procedures.

Those.states that were unsure of their future use most often cited

uncertainty over a perceived lack of federal mandate in this area. In one

state', the coordinator expressed frustration over the state's perceived

lack of authority in this area. This coordinator said:

I hope 4EAs do not push too hard in this area. While a

precedent in the state does exist for 'a noncompliance
action to mean "no money.,7 the precedent was backed by
both State Board rulings andIederal law. If withholding

iS not allowed, what do I do,with my large LEAs? . After I

trY enforcing with bluffing and coercion and fail, what

next?

Only after the interviews were conducted, however, did,the study staff

learn that ED's interpretation of the rulemaking prevision added to the

Chapter 1 regulations extended to the use of withholding of payments.

.Comments made by the states indicated that they would not uSe with-

holding of payments under Chapter I include:

We never used it under Title I and won't start now. We

will work out problems before they get to the Oithholding

"Stalge.

We don't plan to withhold payments,,because there are
fewer things to withhold payments for.

Other than the possibility that states may not be able to withhold

funds without an express federal mandate, only two coordinators ahtiCipa-

ted problems.in carrying out their withholding actions. They both cited

probIems.caused by lack of SEA staff and resources that would be. needed .to

get a procedure into place and then to carry through with it.
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Complaint ResolAtion

Most Title'I coordinator's (N=34) reported that they would 'plan to
continue using;complaint resolution procedures as part of their Program

'management, even if the law does not require' it. Eleven coordinators,were
adamant about this fact, indicating that they Would continue as in the

1978 legislation regardless. Five state coordinators said they wouldc,

continue as in the 1978 legislatiom, but without theprovision allowing a
complaint eo go directly to the federal level. Another group of coordina-
tOrs indicated that, without,requiremetts in federal law, they would rely
on their own state's due process Statutes or procedures. Five states were
willing td %et up:More informal processes or to accept LEAS procedures.in

this area. Finally, three coordinators, said that.they would do whatever

their Chief-State School Officers.4anted.

Specific continuation plans for the use of complaint resolution
procedures under Chapter 1 were asked'of a sample of,20 state Title I
coordinators during subsequentlY conducted onsite interviews. Fifteen of

these coordinators felt that they would continue to incorporate formal or
informal complaint resolution procedures in their .program management; five
were either unsure of their plans or planning not tocontinue using

complaint resolution procedures.

Comments made by the coOrdinators desirous of continuing.complaint
reeolution procedures in their program management include: ,

We will continue as,before (resOlying complaintWto main-
tain peace and harmony between the public and local school

distiicts.

We will use Current procedures. It's a good idea to have a

structure in'place inhouse--we're better protected in case

of law suitsi

We will keep our same proCedures, although we have not used

.them much. The large cities, though, are political enough
that they, too, need. 'Procedures of their own, regardless of

the law.

It is-comforting to the public to know that we do have a

complaint resolution procedure, although we've practically

never received any complaints.

A complaintiOolution procedure ts in line with our philoa-
ophy to permit opportunities for the people to be heard.

Some of the coordinators who planned to continue forMal resolution

procedures (N=5)..planned to rely on their state-developed, (not Title

specific) procedures in the future. They felttheir state agency-wide'

procedure was mote effective than a procedure that might differ program by

program.
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The three states that were unsure of their future continuation plans
cited lack of a federal mandate and lack of state authority to require
districts to follow written complaint proceddres as their primary reasons.

Tt reactions of two states that planned not to continue with their
complai. '1:solution procedures include:

This is a trivial issue.

The less said about it, the better.

For both states,. the state coordinators had felt thee the procedures were
-used inappropriately in their states by somelocal individuals Or groups
that were trying to force a point withthe local administrators. Since no
other avenue to file complaints was perceived by these individuals as
available,ehey decided to .use the Title I 'complaint procedures that were
accepted and made known to the public. The state coordinators were
_frustrated over the fact that. much time and effort had heen.wasted to .

resolve formally submitted complaints that were onlymarginally related-to
Title I programs. .The.LEA requirements of "progtam purpose" and "auffi-
cient size, scope, and quality". apparently were defined vaguely enough by
the statute that any groups willing to file general complaints were able
to use areas such as these,for the basis of their complaines.

It may be due, in part,-to situations such as.these, or to the amount.
of paperwork generated by the Title I complaint resolution provision that
prompted 12 coordinators to plan temodify their procedures under Chap-
ter 1. While five planned to utilize their stateagency procedures as
indicated above, othera planned to loosen some of the current requirements
as follows:

relax the time lines (N=2),

rely primarily on informal (not formai.) complaints 0=2),

require only that LEAs--not the SEA--have complaint
resolution procedures (N=1), or

encourage LEAs to have their own procedures (N=1).

One coordinator indicated that he thought the contents of the complaints
under Chapter 1 would differ in that more would be filed by parents and'
PACs in order to keepctheir voice in the .Chapter 1 program issues.

Only one coordinator anticipated that he would have any problemswith
continuing to have some sort of complaint resolution. policy. Lack of

staff time to intermesh the Title'I policies with those of the state was
used asthe primary problem.
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III. EXamples of Enforcement Practices and Materials

This 'section of the module discusses states' past practices, par-
ticularly as they may be relevant to future audit requirements. The

discussion begins with, a review.of the extent to which states' practices
approximated the conditions of A-102P auditing and the extent of change
that are expected in auditing practices as states conform to A-102P.

.The discussion then.turnsto a revie4 of the compliance areas that
were reportedly audited by states ccOrding to a review of telephone
interviews and materials provided to the State Management Practices

Study. Finally, this section presents some portions from past aildit
materials that may serve as example formats for future audit materials.

It is tmportant to keep in mind that the Study did mot receive .

auditing documents from all states. It was often difficult to'determine .

audit practices based upon the materials provided. .In addition, the
materials provided in some cases do not reflect changes in audit practices'
as reported by Title I coordinators. Therefore, it is'emphasized that
those practices discussed otmaterials presented hetre may not be the or....qz.

good examples that states may wish to follow. These are merely represen-
tative.of the materials receiyed and reviewed.

A-102P Auditin

It was very'difficult to determine from telephone interviews and
document tevie4s the extent to which States.' audit %practices were in
conformance to A-102P. Four primarY stipulations regarding kr.102P were

examined:

. independence of the Suditor,

frequency of audits,

financial and compliance audits, and

single audit concept.

Each of these is discussed below.

Independence of the. Auditor. While"all states apparently.used
auditors independent of Title I staff to- conduct.fiscal audits, this was
not the case for program audits: Seven states reported that their Title I

units conducted program compliance audits, and six reported conduttirig no:

program compliance audits at all. Among the remaining states, 36 con-
ducted compliance audita with staff outside the Title I unit. These data

indicate.that audit practices. in 13 states must.be modified to obtain
conformance with the independence of auditor standard in A-102P..
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1.

Of the 43states conductikls
audits at least every two years.
frequently, and, in one state, a
audits could not be made.

program compliance audits, 14 scheduled
In 28 atates, Audits were done less

determination reording frequency-of

,In.the future, 21 states must increase the frequency of fiscal audits
and, in order to coMply with A-102P, program audits must either increase'
in frequency ot begin for the first time in 35 states.

Financial and Compliance Audits. All 49 states interviewed conducted .

financial audits. In addition,.n conducted program audits. jn the
future, six states must begin compliance audits in order to comply. with
A-102P.

Single Audit Concept, It appears from the document review that most
..,states conducted audits on a grant-by-grant basis. While this determina-

tion was difficult to make, based on data available, at least five states
conducted Organization-wide.iudits. This indicates fhat as many as 44

states may need to modify their practiCes to conform to A-102P stipul-tion
of single auditing.

Summary Accordir4; to data collected, almost all states will need to

- modify their practices to conform to A-102P. Informal communications with
state Title I coordinators indicate that some states have already begun

this transition. We know that one state has conducted A-102P audits for
two years and 5.6 AOW in the third year. In Exhibit 1, A-.102P audit
procedures are explained to a school district sCheduled for an audit.

4
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Exhibit 1. (Missouri)-Letter Regarding Audit Progedures

CUSACK, MENSE, BROWN & CO.
CEMIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

Suite 210 Miners Bank Building, P.O. Box 818
Joplin, Missouri 64801

Telephone 417423-2505

PAATNERS

THOMAS C. CUSACX, C.P.A.
EUGENE M. 1.4ENSE. JR.. C.P.A.
JAMES E. BROWN. C.P.A.
MAINE D. ALLEN. C.P.A.
GEBORki A. 1.4cCOY. C.P.A.

Bates County School District 1-4
110 West Olive
Rich Hill, Missouri 64779

Gentlemen:

page 1 Of 5)

July 1, 1981

As you are no-doubt aware, the Missduri,Department of Elementary and
Secondary Education will be requiring,as a part of all school district audits
this year, a rather extensive compliance audit of all federal programs in
which the district participates which are of a categorical nature.. This will
include ESEA Titles I, IV-B and IV-C, Public Law 94-142, Vocational Education
Act, Comprehensive Employment Training Act (CETA), Adult Basic Education',
National School Lunch Prograd, Follow.Through, and The National Energy Con-
servation Act. See.Commissioner Arthur Mallory's letter to School District .

Administrators of April, 1981 for official notification Of the 'State require-
ments.

These requirements, which arefar in excess for.all prografts eXcept Na-
tional School Lunch of those which-we haVe had the following previous years,
are a result Of new requirements by the Federal Department of Education and
the Federal Office of Maaagement and Budget. Specificallys.OMB has issued
attachment "P" to Circular £102 which applies to all school districts nation-
ally. It requires an addition to the traditional financial audit, a compre-
hensive compliance audit of all Federal Categorical Aid Programs. It further,
through _the compliance supplement thereto, requires rither.,Specific in depth
testing of certain compliance areas within these prograis. The Yederal .13&
partment of Education is charged with monitoring and implementing this re-
quirement, and ,as such has worked with the Missouri Department of Elementary
and Secondary Educatidnto establish appropriate audit criteria. Under the.'
Federal Department of Education guidelines ve would be required to review
compliance:Only for those federal programs which,we deem material in relation
to the total federal dollars received by the.school district. However,-the
Department-of Elementary. and Secondary Education, with the permission of the
Federal Department of Education, has dpted for still a more stringent require-
ment, i.e..that We audit compliance for all federal programs rather than just
those which would be material under the federal definition. This, of cOurse,
means additional timeend cost. 'We have corresponded wi,th Mr. Rid Small who
is the Regional Inspector General fOr Audit of the U.S. Department of Educa-
tion in Nausea City regarding the ability of the State of Missouri to impose

-additional requirements, and'he has advised that it is,in fact.legitimate for
them to cid so and that his department will be enforcing these more stringent
'requirements with respect to all Missouri School Districts.
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July 1, 1981
Exhibit 1 (page 2 of 5)

You should also be aware that the Missouri DepartMent of Elementary and
Secondary Education will'review all of the audit reports for adherence to the
new requirements*with regard to compliance Audits and federal programa-and will
reject any that are not in such Compliance. 'This will include the requirement
4f a separate'statemeat of revenuei and expenditures with regard to:each project.
under each federal program appearing in the audit report as well as the detailed
compliance ste0s and the report thereon. DESE will then forward all reports to
the U.S. Department of Education for.their, review and aPproval. Should a dis
trict not receive approval at 'either level,then.the future funding of their
federal programs will be injeopardy. It is our understanding that this means
the funding of all federal programs and not just one or twO for.which the State
and Federal governments might find the audit report to be unsatisfactory._

4

Finally, the perSonnel of ihe U.S. Department Of Education Will be visit-
ing auditing firms during the next fiscal year to review on a test basis their
detailed working papers bb compliance auditing as well as the financial auditing
of federal Programs. Our discussions with Mr: Small have indicated that they .

will review the accountants' working papers on the audits of Approximately 20%
of Missouri School Districts annually. Thus, it would appear that the account-
ing firm and the school'district would ie well advised to do the work required
by the detailed guidelines and to appropriately document same. Failure to do
so would quite likely.resUlt in'the district's losing its federal funding.and
the accountant being subjected to disciplinary .action or revocation of his
license to practice by the,Missouri State Board of Accountancy.

After reiriewing ihe requireelnts.ia.depth and reviewing the current proce-
dures which we perform in the compliance area for federal programs in our normal
school audit and the almost.necessity of having the personnel who actually carry
out.certain federal programa on hand when the compliance tesring is performed,
we have adopted the following:procedures:

1. Compliance auditing oZ the National School Lunch Program, Comprehensive
Employment Training Act (CETA), National Energy Conservation Act, and
Adult Basic Education Act will be performed during the conduct of our
,regular school audit at the times previously set therefor and will be
covered by the basic fee which we have already Set for the audit.

2. The financial audit nf all federal programs will be performed during
the regular school district'audit at the time previously scheduled
and will be covered by the basic audit fee.

. 3. Compliance auditing for ESEA Titles I, IV-B and IV-C, P.L. 94-142,
Follow Through, and the Vocational Education Act will .require substin-
tial additional time and procedures and thus will be performed at a
time subsequent to the regular school district audit. Ai our current
audit calendar runs through August 21, 1981, and due to the fact that
pOst of these programs'will involve observing of classes being carried
on under these federal programs, we.will schedule the compliance audits
with respect thereto beginning after school resumes in the Fall. To

facilitate this, we have grouped our compliance audits at school dis-
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July 1, 1981
Exhibit 1 (page 3 oi 5)

tricta in sImilar geographic, areas within the sime time frame and thus,
will hope to minimize the cost,t6 the district of-outout-of-pocket
eXpenses for travel,.lodging, and food. The date or dates on '1'i/hie;
we expect to be at your District are indicated in the bottom margin of
'this letter. Should these dates bi totally Unsatisfac,ory, please

. correspond with us.at your earliest Convenience and we will attempt to'
adjusttham.

As noted, the compliance procedures on these federal programs will in-
volve substantial additiOnal audit steps purauant to the requirements
adopted recently by DESE and the Federal Government. Thus, we-are un-:
able to perform them durinvour regular audit and will be charging
your District an additional fee to perform this compliance.audit as per
the paragraph in our engagement letter covering additions or substitutive,
changes in federal program audit criteria. We do feel that it would be
unfair to charge the district full billable time for the performance of
this compliance .audit. Accordingly, we will billthe district on the
basis of the actual time required at the rate of po per hour plus our
actual out-ofpocket expenses for travel,,lodgine, and meals. This.
represents a substantial reduction over what.the hourly rate would ba
at our standard rate. Our compliance auditing team will be Composed
.of one partner (either Debbie McCoy or myself) and one'of Outmote ex-
perienced staff accountants. Should we bill the district for these
personnel at our normal hourly rates, the billing would be between $65
and $70 per hour. .It is our understanding.that'the Department of Ele-
mentary and Secondary Education is expecting the-imposition of these
requirements todouble or triple existing.school audit fees (Ref. comments
made by Mt. Jim Bowers, DESE Internal Auditor at Seminar for School Of-
ficials and Auditors on New Requirements in Jefferson CitY on June 24,
1981). We certainly do not expect this to be'the,case as may baseen
by the hourly rate quoted and the day or days indicated below which we
expect will be-required to.perform the necessary procedures.

In order to minimize disruption of your business and educational functions
and to maximize our productivity during the engagement, ae are.encloelng'
herewith copies of thcise itemslihich you should have available for us with
regard to compliance auditing of the federal programs. Please disseminate
this information to the responsible individuals and make sure that these
items are available for us:upon our arrival to do the compliance audit.
Should you have.any questions regarding.these materials, plrase contact
either myself or Debbie McCoy and we will attempt to clarify them for you.

--

.As mentioned above, the DESE and federal requirementi will dictate that our
opinion on school district compliance with federal program requirements and the
required schedules of revenues and expenditures on each federal categorical grant
program will be included in the district's audit report. Accordingly, we will be
unable to complete thedistrict'saudit report until after we have performed the
required compliance procedures. This will mean that most of you will notreceive
your reports until sometime in September or early October at the latest. This wiLl
be in time to meet the statutory requirement of filing the report.with the State
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Exhibit I (page 4 of 5

I.

prior to October 31, 1981 (Ref. Seceion 165.121(4)'RSMo0. We will, however .

at the close of the regular district audit provide you with any adjusting en-
tries and the amounts of the audited fund balances eo that you may open your
1981-1982 books on a timely basis as well as preparing any required corrections
or amendpients to the Secretary's Report.

We appreciate very much your cooperation in this matter. We, as a firm.
are not particularly thrilled with the idea af these additional requirements
and the attendant cost increases which it puts onto the local school district.
Perhaps in future years, as we see a restructuring of the concept of federal
aid to education and resulting changes in the regulations thereunder, we can
reverse what has become a steady treed of increasing program regulations and
auditing thereof. However, for the time being, it appears that we have no
choibe but to meet the new requirements. Please contact us shoed you have

. any questions or need additional information regarding thii matter. It is
certainly virgin territory for .both your District and our Firm end hopefully
we will be able to get through it economically with a minimal disruption of
your educational process,

Is

EnClOsures

Audit Dat.e(s)1

8-31-81
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i ed Public Account ts
James E. Brown, Partner



: ESE& TITLE I- Exhibit 1 (page 5 of 5)

THIMGS SCHOOL DISTRICTS SHOULD-HAVE AVAILABLE TO, THE AUDITOR

1. Free lunch ,lata by school.. Be Sure to include private school data. .

2. Application document with ill amendments and financial tworts.
3. Heeds assessdent data:

a. enrollment data (public and lirivate)

.b. master lists by,school of edUcationally deprived students

list of drop outs fom private and public schools

d. list of children in special schools or institutions but would otherwise

attend the public school

e. list of children in neglected or delinquent institutions and reside in'

ihe public school district.

4. Title I purchase orders - best to sort by school.

5. Comparability repoLti and back-up work sheets.

6. Payroll information as to salaries and fixed charges for Title I personnel.
7, Previous year's evaluation report. .(The state now provides a computer

report analyzing the evaluation information by subject area.),:101

9.. Li.st of personnel paid with Title-I'and where assigned (duties).

9. Time documentation for fractional FTE positions.,

10. Inventory record of equipment.

U. Inventory of materialkif the district keeps Such:an inventory.

12. Copy of Title I On-Site MOnitoring and Program Review Repore completed by

DESE Project Supervisbr.
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Compliance Audits

: PrograM coMpliance audits haVe appeared inaeveral Past requirements,
including General Provisions for Program Regulations, GAO's Standards and
Guidelines, P.L. 95-561 and the Title I regulations, and OMB Circular.
A-102p, EDGAR .State Title Lcoordinators were7-queried about the.scope of
their.coMpliance auditing. States varied,iin terms of program areas

-selected for audit as dirn in Table: 2; As might .be expected, those

program copliance requirementd relating to'financial management and '

designation'of school attendance area kequirements were.more commonly
auditedThose itema starred (*) were required by the f981 Title I
regulations to be covered by audits of LEA proirams.

Through the telephone interviews and reviewa of"states' documents,
43 states appear to have condupted some farm of compliance auditing;
6 states appeared..to have conductedtmo,prOgram OMpliance audits,. While a

total .of 30 LEA requirements were auditedby-states, the majOrity of
statee audited only maintenance of effort,*pplement not- Auppiant,
comparability, designitidgechool attendince areai, and chtldren to be

, . .

served.- ' .

.

.
.

Unexpected was the extent to which program compliance audits'have not,
been conducted according to the requirements: It was expected that a
requirement as long-standing as this wouli have been implemented widely.
Ten states, however,"reported initiating.,compliaAce audits of Title' I

after the 1978 law,, and at:least thirteen states appear to have been out,
of,compliance with requirements for compliance audlting,during the'Study's

interviews.
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Table 2

LEA Requirements # St4ted

Funds Allocation'
29

- * a. Maintenance of effort-126(a)

* b. txcess costs-izbo) lb

-* c._Supplement not supplant-126(c)&(d), 32

- * a733137 29

. Exclusions from excess costs ant

comparability-131
f. Limited exemption,to supplement

,not supplant-132 1

Targeting and Eligibility

37- * a. Designating school attendance

. areas-122
-* b. Children to be served-123 37

. Private school participation 130 25

d. Schoolwide projects-133 4

Program Design and Planning-124,129,134

3

,

a. Requirements for design.and imple-
mentation of programs-124
1. Purvose of aturam-124(a)
2. Assessment of educ. need-124(b) 14'

3 Planning-124(c)
5 6

. Sufficient, size, scope and

quality-124(d)
, . Expenditures related to ranking

of project areas Es' schools-124(e) 8

-
Coordination with other

programs-124(f)
10

7, Information dissemination-124(h) q

S.-Teacher & school board
particination-124(i)

10

9. Training of education aides124(j) 15

121,control of tunds-1241g0 13

, 11.Construction-124(n) 5

12.Jointl o.erated .rolrams-124(0)
3.A counta.i v 7

;

14.Complaint resolution-118
15.Indiv4dua1i7ed_aLans=1./.

6

16.Noninstructional duties-134

Evaluation 10,

a. Eva1uation-124(g)
b. zustaining gains-124(k)

Pirent Involvement
10

a. Parent involvement-124(j)
13: Parent Advisory Councils-I25

19

Other
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Audit Materials

The-inaterials presented here axe representative of documents provided
by,states to the Study. For the purpose of pregentation, different
compliance.areas are used tO demonstrate.theaudit:report-formats used in
states''documents. Disdussion of all the examples preceeds the exhibits.
It should also be noted that not all of the Procedures presented'in thiS
sections were,fully implemented by states.

Exhibits 2A and 2B contain materials prepared by the Arizona Audit
Division Of the Department of Education. The Audit Guide for Title I
programs includes discussions .of the purpose and'scope of audits; defini-
tions-of terms; and samples of the budget pages from the LEA applica-
t-ion--the LEA estimated needs fort, Ole LEA financial report form, and a
form for SEA review of audit reports. In addition, the bulk of the
document contains the audit report-form completed by the LEA auditor from
information contained on working papers. The materials cover both fiscal ,
and compliance audits. Exhibit 2A is the SEA. form for review of the-
auditor report qo target area selection. Exhibit 2B is the corresponding
auditor report form for target area selection. This form permits auditor
notes on the date of audit, auditor initials, working paper iefereneet and
findings of-audit.

Exhibit 3 Was provided by the state of California. The .Summary

.Report of audit represents a form for SEA use In summariting the finanCial
and compliance audit findings, the auditor recommendations, and the LEA
response.

Exhibits 4A and 4B present materials from the Colorado Department of
Education Auditing Services Unit. Their Audit Guide for Title I programs
includes an introduction to the purpose of auditing; state audit plans,
standards, scope, and guidelines; discussions of individual compliance
areas and fiscal management; and forms for report of audit findings.
Attached as an appendix are pages from the LEA application which provide
information useful to the auditor. Exhibit 4A is the discussion of
requirements related, to design and implementation of programs. Exhibit 4B
is the portion of the report form for findings in the same area. (The.
Guide also covers individual program design requirements audited.)

Exhibits 5A and 5B present materials provided by the state of
Georgia. The Comprehensive Audit Program covers fiscal arid compliance
audits of ESEA Title I; Title IV, Parts B and C; the Education of the
Handicapped Act, Parts B, C, D, and F; the Appalachian Regional Comma.J-
sion; The Coastal Plains Regional Commission; Vocational Education; and
Adult Education programs. The suide includes a pre-audit compliance
questionnaire and a,form for the audit report of findings. Exhibit 5A is
a portion of the questionnaire that covers.Title I. Question 7 on this
exhibit relates to Exhibit 5B,.the report form fin maintenance of effort.

Exhibit 6 was prepared by'the Office of Business Sdrvices, Hawaii
Department of Education. The Instructiong for Submission of a Proposal
was enclosed as Appendix IV in the Hawaii MEP. It is reproduced in full.
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Exhibit 7 wad provided by the Illinois Title I office. It appeared

as Appendix VI of the state'e MEP. The'InstrliCtions for CPAs includes

information pn conducting the audit, describes fiscal and compliance
requirements audited, and provides repOrt forms. Exhibit 7 is the audit
questionnaire, and'items numbered 21, 22, 23, and 24 relate tO Title I
program compliance'

Exhibit 8 was provided by the Division of Title I Audits in the
Indiana Department of Public Instruction. The Audit Checklist covers
seven LEA program compliance area. Exhibit 8 relates to parent advisory
councils and appears to be a report of findings from the audit.

Exhibit 9 was prepared by .the Title I'Section of the IoWa Department
of Public Instruction. The Audit Guide contains ten LEA comPliance areas
to be covered by the audit. Exhibit 9 relates to private school partici- '

pation, and appears to be a report of findings from the audit.

Exhibit 10 was provided by-the Kansas Title I program. The Title I
Compliance Audit form reports findings from the audit and includes a
summary and recommendations by the auditor. Exhibit 10 relates to chil-

dren to be served.

Exhibit 11 was provided by the state of Nebraska. Enclosed as Part

IV of the Nebraska.MEP, the compliance audit procedures include a brief
discussion of the purpose of the audit and covers ten compliance.areas.
Exhibit 11, relating to the sufficient size, scope, and quality require-
ment, appears to be a report of findings from compliance auditing.

Exhibits I2A and 12B were prepared by the Office .of State Auditor,
New_Mexico. The Manual Governing Audits includes information On the audit
function, audit contract, reporting requirements, and report formats and

release. Sample audit reportg are included in the Manual as'appendixes.
Exhibit 12A iS the'sample quality control questionnaire,used by the state
to evaluate auditor. Exhibit 128 presents forms for recording accom-,

plishment of pre-audit steps.

Exhibits 13A, B, C, and D were prepared by the Controller's
Division of Federal Programs, North Carolina Departmeni of Public Educa-7_

tion. The ESEA Title I Audit Report includes pre-audit Information and
questionnaires to administer with the LEA superintendent and local Title I
Director as- well as audit informatiop.on fiscal end compliance audits and
.questions and charts to complete for the'audit report. Exhibit 13A
includes the forms for recording the collection of data to review in

.audit. Exhibit 138 is the questionnaire for the LEA superintendent end

13C is the questionnaire for the'LEA Director. Exhibit 13D is the,audit
report form that relates to two LEA requirements: recordkeeping and

non-instructional duties.

Exhibit 14 was provided by Oklahoma. Enclosed as en attachment to
the Oklahoma MEP, the Audit ProcedureS represent a report of audit find-
ings related- to financial as well as.eight compliance requiremeiits.
Exhibit 14 relates io comparability.
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Exhibit 15 was provided by the South Dakota Title I Director. The

audit materials include a compliance.checkliat, an inventory of documents

and data to be reviewdd, and a report of audit findings of two LEA
requirements: <expenditures relatded toranking and evaluation.

Exhibit 16 was provided by the state of Tennessee. The Audit Working

Program includes discussions of-audit purpose, objective§,' and scope;
pre-audit procedures; and-a report of financial and compliance findings.
Exhibit 16 is a report of findings related to supplement not supplant
compliance.

Exhibit 17 was provided by West Virginia. The Format for LEA Audit
includes brief procedures and a report of findings from a financial and
compliance audit. Exhibit 17 relates to excess costs and supplement not
supplant.
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Exhibit 2A. (Arizona) (page 1 Of 1)

Auditor Report FormSEA Review

COMPLIANCE - does the report draw conclusions regarding compliance with the following
requirements.

Adc Miami
Informathm

Acceptable Necessar

r-7

SELECTION OF TARGET AREAS

/-7 1. The district maintained worksheets to
support the low-income figures on the
application.

2. The low-income figures were traced to
the source data and it was in accordance
with the approved project.

/-7 /-7 3. The district can adequately support the
target school selection and method used
was reasonable to determine the eligi-
bility of the attendance area.

/--7 /-7 4. The method bf selection has been dis-
closed.
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` (page 1 of 10)

Exhibit.2B. (Arizona)

Auditor Report Form--Auditor Review

VU. SELECTION OF TARGET AREAS

Ob'ective

To assess the reasonableness and accuracy of the method used to determine the
eligibility of a school attendance area.

REG: A local educational agency (LEA) may use Title I funds only in school
attendance areas that the LEA has identified as having sufficiently high
concentrations of children from low-income families to be eligible for Title
I services. 34 CFR part 201.51(a)

Date Auditor W/P

FINDINGS:

FINDINGS:

1. Obtain the LEA worksheets used in selecting the at-
tendance area. Determine ii the data included children
residing 7,n the attendance area who are attending
private schools and dropouts in the area. If the data
was not included, determine if the district attempted to
obtain such information. Trace the low-income figures
per worksheets to the approved project.

2. Trace the low-income figures on the approved project
application to the source of data as indicated.. If the
source of information for calculating low income is 'n'ot
available, determine, from current data, that the low-
income percentageTeportedJflPe project are reason-
able. (Note: An example of current the
current years' free and reduced price lUnch applications
compared to the current enrollment.)
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Exhibit 2B. (page 2 of 19)

RiG: Regardless of the measure of low-income status that the LEA selects, the
LEA shall tise that same Measure for purposes of determining the eligibility
of all its school attendance areas and schools under this subpart. 34 CFR
part 201.51(bX3)

If the LEA does not select all eligible school attendance areas as Title I
project areas, the LEA shall annually rank its eligible attendance areas from
highest to lowest, according to their relative degree of concentration of
children from low-income families, and select eligible school attendance
areas as Title I project areas, in rank ordec, beginning with the highest
ranking eligible school attendance area until the LEA lacks sufficient Title I
funds., to serve any additional school attendance areas. 34 CFR part
201.61(a)

Date "Auditor W/P

FINDINGS:

3. Determine that the measure or data used to identify
the areas of high concentration of children from low-
income families is also used to rank the areas.

NOTE: An LEA may choose from seve:al different methods of selecting target
areas. Depending on the methods used, not all of the following audit steps
need to be performed. Any of the methods may be applied to the district as
a whole or to a designated grade span group. However, these groupings must
be consistent with the grade spans served by the LEA's schools. (See
Attachment I following this section)

REG: Percentage Method

A school attendance area is eligible to receive Title I assistance if the
percentage of children from low-income families in that school attendance
area is at Aeast equal to the percentage of children from low-income
families in the LEA as a whole. 34 CFR part 201.51(d)(1)(i)
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Date Auditor W/P

FINDINGS:

Exhibit 2B.(page 3 of 10)

4. Using the worksheets obtained in step 1, determine the
percentage of children from low-4ncome faniilies in
each school attendance area. Determine if the selected
attendance areas have as high a percentage of low-
income children as the whole district or the applicable
grade span group. Trace these percentages to the
approved application. If worksheets are not available,
determine the percentages using current data and com-
pare them with the approved application for reason-
ableness.

REG: Twenty-five Percent Rule

A local educational agency may designate any school attendance area
eligible in which at least twenty-five percent of the children are from low-
income families, if the current aggregate amount per pupil to be expended
under Title I and funds from a State program which is similar to Title I;
should one exist, for the areas serVed in the preceding year' equals or
exceeds the amount expended in those areas in the preceding fiscal year. 34
CFR part 201.51(dX1)ii)

Date Auditor W/P

FINDINGS:

5. An attendance area with at least twenty-five percent
low-income children may be eligible. Determine if the
total per pupil expenditure to be expended in the
current year from Title I and funds from a State
program which is similar to Title,I; should one exist, for
those areas served in the preceding year, equals or
exceeds the amount expended on those areas in the
preceding fiscal year.
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REG: Numerical Method

A school attendance area is eligible to receive Title I assistance if the
number of children from low-income familiet in that school attendance area
is at least equal to the average number of children from low-income
families per school attendance area in the LEA as a whole: If the LEA
groups its school attendance areas by grade spans, the LEA shall determine
an average number of children from low-income families per school atten-
dance area in the LEA as a whole for each grade span grouping. 34 CFR
part 201.51(dX2)

Exhibit 2B. (page 4 of 10)

Date Auditor W/P

FINDINGS:

6. Using the worksheets obtained in step 1, determine the
number of children from low-income families residing
in each 'attendance area. Determine if the number
residing in each selected attendance area is at least as
large as the average number of such children residing in
the, whole district or the applicable grade span group.
Trace these numbers to The approved application. If
worksheets are not available, determine the above using
current data and compare these numbers with the
approved application for reasonableness.

REG: Combination Basis

The LEA may identify'some school attendance areas as eligible by using the
percentage method and some by using the numerical method. However, the
total number of school attendance areas that the LEA identifies as eligible
by ,using the combination method May not be more than the maxifnum
number of school attendance areas, or school attendance areas plus schools,.
that the LEA Would have identified if it had used either the percentage
method or the numerical method. 34 CFR part 201.51(dX3)

e
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Exhibit 2B. (page 5 of 10)
Date Auditor W P

FINDINGS:

REG: No-Wide Variance

An LEA may identify all of the school attendance areas in the district or in
a grade span grouping as eligible to receive Title I assistance if the variation
between the percentage a children from low-income families in the school
attendance area with the highest concentration of Children from low-income
families, and the percentage of children from low-incothe families in the
'school attendance area with the lowest concentration of children from low-
income families is ,not more than the greater. of (A) Five percent; or (B)
One-third of the percentage of children from low income families in the
LEA's district as a whole. 34 CFR part 20 I.51(d)(4)

Date Auditor W/P

7. If a combination of the num..7ica1 and percentage basis
is used, trace these calculations to the approved appli-
cation, and deterrnine that the number of .areas se-
lected under this method do not exceed the number that
could be designated if only One method had been used.

FINDINGS:

8. Determine if no wide variance of concentrations of
low-income children exists among attendance areas in
the LEA. No wide variance exists if the percentage of
such children varies between the highest and lowest
areas by not more than the greater of five percent or
one-third of the, percentage of children from low-
income families in the district as a whole or the
applicable grade span group. Trace these percentages
to the approved project.
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Exhibit 2B.(page 6 of 10)
REG: Incidence of Educational Deprivation

An LEA may rank all its school attendance areas according to their relative,
incidence of educational deprivation. The incidence of educational depriva-
tion is determined by the percentage or number of children in each school
attendance area or school that are identified as educationally deprived
through the use .of objective measures of educational Cieprivationsuch as
standardized achievernent tests or other objective teststhat the LEA
uniformly applies in all of the school attendance areas.

The LEA may select, as a Title I project area, a school attendance area that
ranks lower than another school attendance area on the basis of its relative
concentration of children from low-income families if the lower-ranking
school attendance area has an incidence of educationally deprived children,
as determined above that is 1.2 times the percentage or number of
educationally deprived children in the higher-ranked school attendance area,
and the LEA that uses this alternative ranking and selection procedure does
not provide Title I services in more school attendance areas than the number
that would have received Title I services under the procedures of ranking by
the concentration of children from low-income families.

An LEA that desires to 'use the `alternative ranking prorddures in this section
for selecting school attendance areas shall, with the prior consent of the
Title I district advisory council, apply to the SEA for permission to use the
alternative ranking procedures.

The SEA shall approve such application only if the SEA determines that the
LEA's use of the-alternative ranking procedures, will not iubstantially impair
the delivery of compensatory, education to educationally deprived children
from low-income families in the school attendance areas and schools that
would have been selected in the methods described in the above steps. 34
CFR part 201.66

Date Auditor W/P

FIN DINGS:

9. An attendance area may be a target area if it demon-
strates to the SEA that the incidence and severity of
educational deprivation in that area is substantially
greater than in other attendance areas proposed to be
designated because of percentage of children from low
income families.
a. Examine the SEA approval.
b. Examine minutes of the District Advisory Council

for approval of alterhate method.
c. Review the LEA's method of determining educa-

_ tional deprivation foi reasonableness.
d. Determine that the services to educationally de-

prived children from low income families has not
been substantially impaired.
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Exhibit 2B. (page 7 oi 10)

REG: Percent or Number.of ADM

An LEA may identify a school as an eligible school if it is located in an
ineligible school attendance area or serves children from more than one
school attendance area if it meets one of the following conditions.

(I) The percentage of children from low-income families in ADA at the
school i$ at least substantially the same as the percentage of children
from low-income families in the LEA as a whole.

(2) "The percentage of children 'from low-income families in ADA at the
school is at least equal to 25 percent of the total number of children in
ADA at the school and the LEA has identified one or more school
attendance areas as eligible and the schools identified as eligible
schools under the procedures in this paragraph meet the requirements in
step 5 above.

(3) The humber of children from low-income amines in ADA at the school
is at least substantially the same as average number of Children
from low-income families per school attendance area in the LEA as a
-,hole. 34. CFR mart 201.52(a)(b)

Date Auditor W/P

FINDINGS:

10. If a school in an ineligible area qualified as a target
school, determine that the percentage or number of
children from low-income families in ADA Of that
school is in the same proportion as that of the eligible
attendance areas.
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Exhibit 2B.(page 8 of 10)

REG: , Prior Year

An LEA may select a school attendance area or a school to recieve Title I
services if the area or school qualified and was selected as a Title I project
area or project school in either of the two fiscal years preceding the fiscal
year for which the funds will be granted.

The eligibility conferred by the above is valid for not more than two fiscal
years.

If a school attendance area or school that was selected as a project area or
project school in either of the two preceding years is substantially different
from what it -was during those years, the LEA may not select that school
attendance area or school as a project area or project school on the basis of
this section.

-

If the LEA changes its method of ranking eligible school attendace areas and
schools from the method it used during the preceding fiscal year, the LEA
may not use the provisions in this section to provide Title I services in more
school attendance areas or schools than the number that could have received
Title I services under the method of ranking used by the LEA during the
current fiscal year. 34 CFR part 201.64

Date Auditor W/P,

FINIDINGS:

I . If an attendance area does not meet any of the criteria,
determine if it met. requirements of target schools in
either, of the two fiscal years immediately preceding
the current year. Examine prior approved projects to
determine if an area was a target school.

(NOM: If the LEA used a different method of target
school selection in the previous year versus the current
year, it may not use the provision for continuation if
the total number of schools exceeds the number of
schools which qualify under t le method used in the
current year.)
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Exhibit 2B. (page 9 of 10)

RE : An LEA may skip an eligible school attendance area or school that ranks
higher and select a lower-ranked eligible attendance area or school to be a"'
project area or project shcool to receive Title I services. The LEA may do
this if the higher-ranked school attendance area or school is already
receiving from non-Federal funds tervices of the same nature and scope as
the services that would otherwise 1:1 provided with Title I funds.

an LEA skips an eligible attendance area under this section, the LEA shall
ensure that the eligible attendance area that iS skipped receives State and
locally funded services comparable to the State and locally funded services
provided to ineligible school attendance areas in the LEA, and comply with
section 122(e) of Title I which contains requirements concerning services .

that must be provided to children attending private schools. 34 CFR part
201.65(a)(c)

Date Auditor W/P

FINDINGS:

FINDINGS:

CONCLUSION:

12: If an attendance area is ranked high and eligible for
Title I services but has a similar program funded from
non-Federal funds, that area may be skipped. HoweVer,
children residing in that area and attending private
schools that are not eligible for the non-Federal funded.
program, may be eligible for progams funded by Title
I. Determine if those children have been inCluded in a
target area.

13. Examine prior audit reports to determine that prior
audit findings have been appropriately resolved and
audit recommendations have been implemented. (This
step is applicable only if an audit was performed in one
of the three preceding fiscal years.)

=41-70'
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Exhibit 2 B. (page 10 of 10)

ATTACHMENT I

Method of Selecting Target Areas

Any one of these methods may be applied to the district as a whole or to any grade
span grouping.

A. Pet centa,ge Method - An area is eligible if the percentage of children from low-
income families is at least equal to the district as a whole or the applicable
grade span.

B. 25 Percent Rule - An area is eligible if the percentage of children from low-
income families 'is at least 25% and if the total amount to be expended from
Title I and funds from a State program which is similar to Title I; should one
exist, for those eligible areas served in the preceding year equals or exceeds the
amount expended for those areas in the preceding fiscal year.

C. Numerical Method - An area is eligible when the number .of children from low-
income families is at,least equal to the average number of those children in the
district as a whole or the applicable grade. span.

D. Combination Basis - The numerical and percentage methods can be combined to
select areas solong as the number of areas that would be allowable 'under either
individual method is not exceeded.

E. No Wide Variance - All areas are eligible when the difference in the percentage
of children from low-income families between the highest and lowest
concentration is not more than the greater of five percent or one-third of the
district percentage. or that of the applicable grade span.

II. Methods of Selecting Specific Schools not in an Eligible Area

A. Percent or Number of ,ADA - A school in an ineligible attendance area is eligible
if the percentage or number of children from low-income families in ADA of .

that school is in the same proportion as that of the eligible attendance areas.

B. Incidence of Educational Deprivation - A school with a lower concentration of
children from low-income families but a substantially higher incidence of
educational deprivation may be selected.

C. Prior Year - An area or school may be designated if it was eligible in either of
the two preceding years.
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Exhii;it 3 (page 1 of 1)

SUMMARY REPORT ON REVIEW OF ANNUAL AUDIT REPORT -- 1980-81

.County District

Reviewer 'Gate

Unqualified
LEA
Response

Qualified

Disclaimer

Adverse
1-)

Page
Number

Nature of
Exception or
Recommendation

Positive Statement - Income and
Expenditures by, SOurce of Funds

Average Daily Attendance

Other(Specify Area of Exception)

Item With Exception

Page Item
Number Number

Exception or
Rerommendation

OINEr

LEA
Response
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(page 1 of 1)
Exhibit 4A. (Coloradb)

Audit Guide: Implementation Requirements.

Design and Implementation of Programs

In planning Title I programs; the LEA must use appropriate diagnostic pro-

cedures to determine the needs of the children to,be-served. The projects must

be of sufficient.size, scope, and quality to give tegsonable promise, of substan-

tial progress toward meeting the special educational needs of the children being

served.

The use of Title I funds shobld be concentrated on a limited number of

selected children from project areas and in ways that will enable the LEA to

achieve the objectives of the project. The LEA's plans must inglude procedures

for evaluating the project which are consistent mith the project's objettives

and performance criteria.

Title I regulations require that teachers partiCipating in Title I programs

and school board members be involved in the planning and evaluation of'all programs.

In addition, parents of children participating in the programs are permitted to

participate in the establishment of programs and must be afforded opportunities to

assist their children in achieving the instructional goals of the programs.

Children To Be Served

The statute requires'that Title I funds be used for educationally deprived

children in all eligible attendance areas and who have been selected as having

the greatest need for special assistance. In assessing the'educational needs gf

the children to be served, the LEA must identify the general instructional areas'

on which the program will focus, and determine the special educational needs of

participatirg children with specificity sufficient to facilitate development of

high qualit) prograds 'and projects.

Educationally deprived children may cont:nue to participate in Title I

programs even though they may no longer be in greatest need of assistance but

are still educationally deprived, or who begin participating in a program but

are transferred to a school attendance area not receiving Title I funds.
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Exhibit 4B. (Colorado)

Audit Guide: Implementation Findings

Desizn and Implementation of Programs

1. Has the school district identified edu--
cationally deprived children in all
eligible attendance areas?

2. Has the school district identified the
general instructional areas on which
the program will focus?

3. Has the school district determined the
special educational neede of partici-
peeing children with specificity
sufficient to facilitate development
of a high quality program?

4. Has the LEA adopted procedures for
evaluating the effectiveness of the
programs in meeting the special
educational needs of educationally
deprived children?

5. Do such evaluations include the col-
lection and analysis of data relating to
the degree to which the programs have
achieved their goals?

6. Does the evaluation address the'purposes
of the programs and the results of the
eValuation to be utilized in planning for
and improving Title I projects and activi-
ties ln subsequent years?

.7. Are teachers and the school hoard involved
in planning the programs and in tihe evaluL
ation of programS?

. Are parents of children participating in
the program permitted to participate in the
establishment of the program, are they

'informed of the instructional goals of the
program and the progress of their children
in the programs?

9. Have children in private schools been
afforded the opportunity to participate in
services comparable to those provided
public school children?

57
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Exhibiel5A. (Georgia) (page 1 of 1)
COMPLIANCE QTJESTIONNAIRE YES NO MARES

. ESEA TITLE I

1. Who is the ESEA Title I co-
ordinator?

2. Who maintained the ESEA Title
I records?

3. Who prepared the ESEA Title
I Project Completion Report?
(DE Form 375) '

4. Who prepared Quarterly Pro-
jections of Cash Needs?
(DE.Form 147)

Were senarate project ledgers
maintained for ESEA Title I?

If yes, how often were entries
posted and balanced to the
ledger?

If no, how were the account-
ing records set up to prevent
commingling of ESEg.Title Z
flAnds?

How were records reviewed to
assure that ESEA Title I funds
supplement rather than sup-
plant state and ;,ocal funds.
Were there any State or locally
funded Title.I positions in the
year prior to the audit year?

How were records reviewed to
assure that the school system
(through.State and local funds)
was maintaining its fiscal
effort?

0

*.
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Exhibit 5B. (Georgia)

AUDIT PROGRAM

COMPLIANCE:

TITLE,I
=

PROCEDURE

1. Review internal control
questionnaire.

2. From page 1 of application and
related backup doauments, determine
that the state and local fiscal
effort; for the first and second
preceding years, did not decrease
more than 5% from the second to
the first preceding year. (Work-
paper CP- 2 )

A decrease of more than.5% requires
a waiver of maintenance of fiscal
effort from the U.S. Commissioner
of Education.

3. Verify the figures on the project
completion reports with the project
ledgers. (Workpapers CP- 3 and CP- 4 )

(Page 1 of )

PROCEDURE ,PROCEDURE
NOT COMPLETED . WORKPAPER

APPLICABLE' INITIALS/DATE REFERENCE

REVIEWED BY DATE

APPROVED BY DATE
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Exhibit 5B. (pa6e 2 of 4)

Schaal
FY

Done BY"

TitleLI-Maintanance Of Effort Date

Itam LFrOm the Financial Report. Ilst Preceding

.

. I2nd!preceding

No. DE FORM 46 -Year. v I
I Year

Series FY 1 FY

From Grand Total Column'. ! I H
.

iI
.

H
.

H.I

...! 1

;.
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t

_.

1

..... _ ! I

...4...,...4..,.....
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1 1

! i
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;
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.

.

,

1

.
,

, I

.

.
;

I
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.

:

r 1 [ 4.; I
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1

. .

i ;

.

.
;

,

i
.

I 1
r

1 , TOTAL 11
i

.
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.

1
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I
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4 ILess: .1 1
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.

i_ L
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1

1
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1
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.

F-

fnem fundm tranted ander '

1

i ..
1

1

.

. . .

. t

1 ESEA Title I I
i

1

'F. i

1 1

L

1

.

&SEA Title ry .1

I!National Defense Act 11..PE.A)
i

'

fl

, ill
I

.

Title III

Title V-A .

11

4
,

.

1

!21

4

. .

.

,
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. 1

.

i

..

_;12,

. Iv
,

!

i d,v

,24

' Title II

'National Foundation an the
1

.

i

.

r
!

Art-R.1mi Human'ities
1

. ..

4Vocational Education I

.

1
i

, .

ir-
.

,

....._..
L.

30

31

32

33

34

35

16

311

33
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_ .Allowable.Expenditures . H
. !

1 j_Cliak_l_Q=.1.d.ae 261_

.Avera e Dail Attendance
A

I

! !

_ .

..':Ayerage Per Pupil Expenditure

.(line 29 line_30)

Commarison Figure

(line 33 co1.4 x .95)

Line 31 column 2 must be greater than line,36.column 4

findings recorded on page CFR-
.

62 6 2
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.34
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1

2
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School S_Ystem
Title I

Exhibit 5B. 4age 3 'Of 41.1_

Done By

Date

Verification of Prp-ect Comoletion Reoor; to Ladaar

From Prolect From

Trofpect Number Completion iJ Prolect

Re ort
1

1 Led ere

11 Bel:tinning Ba.lanCe

z RECiIPTS:
.

. L.L.
3 1 Receipts from Ga. Dept. Of Ed.

4
11.-----J.krti4r4-1.ram-LtharPasiles..=.1.1matnnte./_. ..

51 Receipts - Other (Footnote) 1

*OTAL RECEIPTS I
. J

i

Tot Rectiots and Besannino Bali
1

ceL
1 1

0.

s 8i

A 6
; EXPENDITURES:

1

I113800 Iiistruction

Wi4200 Piapil Services
.

13114600 Iristructional'Sta-: Services

r4.4800 Gineral'Administrativt Services

4'8115200 SChool Administration .

3!:5600 Bilsiness Services
. .1

.,

,17L6000 Central SeXYlx,es . _.

1216800 Community Services 1 !

. 1

... .

!ow

.11

I

_ -
.1

11

-

19y760Q Employee Benefits

2]5800 EiL1i2mpnt 4mr Tre.r+tirrifir

2y800 AiIi. Other Equipment

22' Iridirect Cost

()Miler (Footnote) -

241 TOTAL EXPENDITURES

25:i 1

a) Ending Balance

27

21 Total gx0enditures and Ending Balance

2! .

30 FOOTNOTES:

31

35

36 * Could be more than one ledger in some school systems..

7

A

Findings Recorded on Page CFR-

. 11
I -

. . :74

. :14

. II

.; .111

'2

2!

I

N/A aryl
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Exhibit SB. (page 4 of 4)

u.School EvAsat

1

2

3

I.

5

Title I

Done By

Date
Verification of Prolect Comnletion Recrt .I2.Lagrita. NINEMt

I, I I
. .

F rom Prolect FrOm

_

I

11
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Exhibit 6. (Hawaii)

SPEC:FICA:IONS FOR

TEE FINANCIAL ANP amnzaa.xrDr: OF TEE

ESELP.L.95-561 - TIIII I PROGRAM

DEPAEEMIT OF EDVCAZION

mnitrarms Fax TIE =ICES= OF A PROPOSAL

Office of Busicess Services
Department of Z4uce:ion

Stace of EAVa.i7.:
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Exhibit 6. 6age 2 of 13)

I. INTRODUCTION.

Tba specifications coutained herein are i=tended to describe ths scope a=d

=azure of the work required of the Certified .Public Aqcou=tan: (hereinafter

referred to as the "Contract Auditor"), who is engaged by the Departnent of

Education, Sta:e ci.Eawaii (lerei=after referred to as the "State"), to conduct

(1) a general audit of the financial transactions, bock and accounts for the

period to (2) am examination of the systems and

procedures of ac=ounting, reporting, and cps...rational and i=termal.uontrols, and

(3) general coopliance to the regulation governing comparabillry of services '

for the period

SPEC=Zak:ICNS
O

A

jObe .c-4ves 'be ob4e,--4ves of :he audit are:- 4

1. To provide a basis for am opOn by the Contract Auditor an the fairness

of the financial stateme=ms of the =EA P.L. 95=561, Title I.

2. To ascertain wtether or mot expenditures have bee= nade and grzm:s

which the State is entitled to have bee= recei7ed and being accounted for

i= accordance with Athe laws, rules and regclations, a=d policies and

procedures of the State of Eawail.

3. To ascertai= the adequacy of the financial and other nanagene=

information reports i= providi=g officials ar. the different leveli of

the agency with the proper inf or=ation to. plan evaluate, control, and

correct progran activities.

4. To evaluate the adequacy, effectiveness a=d efficiency cf the systens

a=d procedures of accounting, reporting, and operational a=d internal

controls, and to rec===e=d improveoents to such syst.--s and procedures.

66
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3 Audit Scope

I. Gemar2117. Tha Grat:act Audizor shall:

a. Conduct' a gemeral audio cf that ficahcial ==sacoichs cad

accoum=to.g records of tha P.L. 85-10, Titla 2, Depar=maht

Iducatich, ihr14"-i all the ca.:L.:Las serricas.aacassa=7

sexist, th. ractutremants of tha provte-as of :i4 Ote"-* c.

Exhib:kt 6. (paie .3 of 13)

Zducattac4 Da;ahmtmamt of Stith, 2-dhcar.i.ch aod ;ellara. "'Geier a j.

ace-de haarls a :as= audit of =ha recaiots.cad_epeadizzoes etr.the

perlad specified; tha '' : a =Jot eapeclad to 7erif7

ever7 1.to =27 pertath S2=8:22. 8.1144L:

cmd actTlas. 'Tha Ismaxal mi.::: shall cohrica =ha

'cased =pc= casts

4.1 rD I

cad :actods for tha 7aaa.

and shall

,1,

-------a .10=2 C."! tha --,---.----- t- .41

C=====.7. 41Z4e.:ST

4441 SZ2.1"2
tha acco=holhg a' all

41.1. Ir1P1 AN Oa .47, .111.-r=ass
011

V"' =A ".""""""a°' 11=111=7.7.'"'*,r r MOM nom/

til71==.112 azd ZIMS.1"":2,

U d7.yMiel tr.e. ,.1twD -sys.ems d Tvocadrorts accolthoihy,

osporT4ag, cog apera-4-=ml 01.Il
WIMIMW 00004 .L.01% alZ

shlal "6.7.-"7 -Nirsk:asses '- theWM/0 OMMINNODMIN an. OPM0

serstems aud rrocad---es, cad =aka LTZTZ:r44:4

c. Gehmeral C.1=4.1.:L=ZZ

co=7.aoabiltry cif SW.."TicA.S..

2. Specific areas

cad sv7e-r-4 -1*

ow tie perizd

014 Mdmmabawasr add' 7

ch=i-oe tha C. --a acco=ia4 teccr-4s .-4'

3csicess Serricas, Decat=hect. c!

of :he Acc:==.17.4

Colg=4=2: Sen-"tS.

4 t 4164, m
oNimmaammil am

D'vtsio--1 Dezarthect c!

l="1.-: shall ".--""- ST.44.4,21.17.-------.
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Wdlit 6. (me 4 of 1.3)

'differences in the account funds, including :he reasons for such

4.if4exences.

C. Audii $ tandards. In conducting the audit and in reporting his findings,

the Contract Audi:c: shall adhere tz che genarally accepted auditing

standards adopted by tha membership of the, American Institute of Certified

Public Ace-cur.:ants, imcluding the following:

L. General Scandatds

a. The emanination shall be partzrnad by a person or persons having

adequate technical -- ning and pretioir-ny as

b. Oblectiviry and indapendence

am auditcr.

nental a:tirade shall be naintained

in all na.ttars relating to the &Se4=tett.

o. Dua ptzfessional care shall be encertisad in the pc:fort:an= !

the e==L;taht2IM =d the preparation of the repott.

2. Field Wotk Standards

ga. Me :ark shall be adequately platned, and assistants, ar.y,

shall be properly supervised.

:hai.x shall be prmper study and evalaaon c! the =is-zing

cotitrol systen as a basis for relir-ce thereon r-d tot

the deternination of the resultant ettent of :he teets to whin::

auditing ptocadures are co. be restricted.

C. S4.!;Ithiet: and cmmpetent evidence %hall be obtained =mug=

.a.-sp'ect:Lre., observation, inquiries, and =ft:na .-". afford a

reasOnable basis fo a ardimg.the financial sraze=e=rs

under =mina:ion and for recormendatiots for inprovenerts in

acnoumting, internal control, and reporting systems a=d

3. Standards for reporting et financial statenents. inom

findings and conclusions cm the financial srare=emts,

Auditor shall:
68
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Exhibit 6. (Paie. s or: Ls)

'a. State whether this tinantiaL statements erepreSented in

AC:crdance with generally actepted principleS o! accrunting;

b. State whether such prtnciples have bet r. ccnsistem:17 obser7ed in

the =tire= period in relasic= to tie ;receding period (provided

.1:hat the Conr.rat: Aud4-c- is in aposinir: tr, =aka such a

statemans);

t. Nat: airy itaderias in ths irdarmative "

the tin=tial

d. lx.press his :pinion regarding 'Lie W.M2===5, tak..1= LS

a Thole, v.: assert' tha n-tr. h escressed wi"

:MSC= ftZT =MC. 4.53. racr.'-' the Cc-crat: Audi.= use

cork end anc-er C ' - Ma= as parr

274 droza 0a. C a t a. AD ep . or Q
shall tLe=t1-7 j.'"'-vM.1 :MA tagree c: respo- --s"."'"r7

1. 4 . 12. ;.
c" .1=1 ILI -

.

.1;1""tiMS, &MC ""54C.I`4"-Mal """a 1ea, =t .maamama =al V/ ea a i twammar
.."-.s and ctn.:lust= CM 7.11.2 FreCZCZ a. ....+.6

& c aCPAS C ------ac .. '-

a. A statener.: c! the sccpe and objectiyies o! the s7st-. and

prccedures cvanined,

b. ALI sirr'sitzn: !indings c! weaknesses end inadet:uaces tha

A

co...........7.......1
......4 4..............1 .....s,...le ...........14.ie 9.,..7 .......^.....e4..... ..,.....-c..-.......- ..... ----..-._ 1 * ima.rarma.,Wam 6 ....-.....

and polities, procedures, and ICCZ=LCIS discLoset Ls a resuLt c_

the audit.
69
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Exhibit 6. (page 6 of 13)

C. 1 disclosure and explanation of am7 sig=ificanz di!ferences is

account balances benveen tha accounting records of the Depart:nem:-

of Education and the Announcing Division Departnen: of Accounting

and General Services.

d. A disclosure of any siznilinant: loss, ftaudulent: Q54,

unauttoriced expenditure of funds.

C. Raccnnendinions for inr.rovenants.

D. virias

Legal Authort=7. 4.7:tether OM' not the

eZ,"

transactions of :ha Depar--..-: on Zducamirm are in cornlionce Ve...1.1 :ha

applicable laws, rules atd rtg=la:r1==s, and pclIzias ar-e.

:he

able the

sca-1_-, a- a , "c=e 511.±.2.11!=17.17

a3Bia sac:71==.1 of tha fol.:Lout:4 risjarence

. . ....
a. a Sa.:

Eavaii levised Starunes

.6) Lave hrving general orplica.tio-:

2)

Chaptor 25 - Zracurive'and Adninis=2:ive Depart:tents

21 7===.,== and Rasvonsi."'"'es

Chapter 91 - AA- 'crative ?tome:du:re

Title 7 - Pub7"%c 0fJ4-0- and I'--1o7ees

Lave rela-0."..e to fiscal natters:'

.Chapter.29 - 7ederal 1:%d 0

Cbapter 1M Concession on ?rover:7

axon= 103 - Expenditures of Public Money'actd
e

Chapzer 105 - Govern:lent Motor Vehicles

Cbaptiet 106 - Ervento=7, Accounting and Disposal

'A.Sseta. 70,,
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Exhibit 6. 4)(page 7

Qaphar 171 - Lands, Manage:24n; arsi %spec:LI.= 0.1

T"la 5 - Stica Tinancia1 Adninis--amicr.

c. Analnable rmlas, rermLaticrs, and adrdnistrarive directives

precaduras issIsad by the fellawLmg agemclas ralar4=4 te the

ftmanciaL transact-Lars, ace:cunning sysracs and ecu:rels, and

aperaring precadmres:

I) Departnamc 71:411Criztazt

2) qteins st tha 44v=h1...

3) Depar=en: cf Acr.rmr. and Gemara.: Ser....a-nes

4) Dmics===ze= et -1, Ahrermsy Gemara:.

3) -Zeparrnan: " 3md;s: and Tina:hes

5) Ispar.r=== eJ 7ersernal SICZT.i=AS

d. Cm"ec-4-711 barp.L'r.in; virs-emrs a:Lien:in;

Departnan: a.=a" "

a: c'44-2 ce .403.....2== C. -"-

Audi: ;Tett 7.acars.

Depart:2m: eJ

I :Melt *

az.d

and ',74.1.5arm.

1...*.,e goi 0=11, a: am7 mt=a--a

41,124:=ra the wadi:, =aka &Tail:b.:1 he

a=d aa."1"ialralr 1 4110 1 D sok
emi

papers develeped during hts amdin, including among othems, the following:

L. MA 232,41:: 1ronr472 vireo. onirftab.....amo

b. t14 7crkinvicria.1 balance-

c. 'Scaadmlas, racennandattems, cr=punaviens, ar.47ses, audi:

cantirnarier. lartars and "repLies, and ether daha rervarchtir.; a

=acerd C werk drme. =net: e! account trr-sach::--....s and

4=4 recadurts analysis.

d. Zecnnen:s obtained and 0:1...er verki=1, papa= rall-4-; :e zig

c==ina-4-n.

balances

Tha werkimg paTers shal1 me: be nada avu.lab:.s

;tiers =nap: by,===mal cense= c :is De;t7===.: C.!

tha m
71 71



Exhibit 6. (page 8 04 15)

3. Disc:vary ct %usual Ccl=diticu. T4 at acy =Lc* duc-.1=4 a

cf tha acc=unts gystwcs cf. tha De,,====.: cf

Audit::-discavers a dalicier.cy -" 4-arza.7. ------1MM. MM. c= a !icaccial

hiZt17 ===.1.7. 0: 0! SUCh ===t require

madiau car:act-lc= a= a! such a :ha:az:tar that tz =plata tha

a.siggi.ficar.; amcm= cl =ZS CZ :2507=2.1 beyCLi tti: "4T-tat-lay C=M:=7.

plazad by tha pa:T.4as tha audis c====== wculd a 7:aqui:ad, :ha

4
-- .

40 : *

ct his tt=diczs 4 e

L. 7:1& -==e="

,

such a cha:aczar tha

SCM:=45,

tatt7:74:2

.1.4 =
and ANN

M.
=M.o.

7114" C4.7:4=2.. Mom. 4112 /m c: co; a a e
, .m. m ...IS

"-
e I .2 0/". 4.1 0.ree mmio =Mb

1.444
di TV.. me MO 411.

au=h=rica-4-= ;NI is .11 al ft om mom04
40 ?TtLf=71=3=7 -34 ''...-. .. -:

- .. ....'=.........:7-=:31. .1=0"-- .7.r..d, %.Li.."?....1--="="" La....."'"'. - - * ...
,

-.Emig 4

.
mom.
ma

7 .

\..

\\N cc,.....24.... Au44-_- stau ,-...--. . --. .....-_---......... . -,..; - - ...1-- "a. =....., ..............0,.....a
....----...-.. %

.

3.

mcc-- sca

scia=ic,thec t= a=d 44sc=ss the same 0 -u.U1...

--a C.....==azz. Auc---- =aka tha

=12 g.4
mm

c r.2-"s'

dralt acci7tal1s shall be

:L=3

7214=4.17.24: aid

ss --assal-T

s=.1:-emis =ads

01.

Uper. :acmes-

tomil .G r -

mum.

4

f,""111 a...a

:=2.7=== C!"
m

AZ:44

$4../ distuse .

the acc:A=zar..:sT :we=
,

riagi

1====mm s41=m
=acagemac-

aa;ct= amd 24.s..mare==.: Le:zez.

Audit:r c4
4

MonlaG ...nomogram. nammiolow Moammom

. C. gm Immo=aft

=a!: c!

as trt--=4:



Michait 6. (page .9 Of 1.5)

im the audit ccumract. 'The CO.mtract Audiior gehll, be comsidered to

have comp,leted all of the work equired umder he.s C0==== omly apom

dali7er7 o.f the fizz:. ..... . of the.acOzumtamts' report altd mamagemem:

letter acceptable to the State.

Torn amd Gamma= of Accoumta=ts'isport. The acmoumtamtst report shill be7

addressed to the Scperimtemdemt, Departmamt of Educamiom, State of Bawaii,

amd s;"," =maim the folwf.mg parts:

1444.1AAbrmosi W ag;/:::

2. A foreword.

The mistle of tha report shalL be

State of Eawmii
DE:747'47171.07 ZODICA:201$

20.;. 9S-562 :===. Z P2CGZAlf.

1. t :Iola of

Arz

(Date)

or.sisrl.7.4 of:

a. am cm:C.2=mi= or statememt of the purpose of the report;

.5 baTtem.f.desc.firma...., sc==ge of the audit; amd

c. am -e of :he à--t.o of the =.7:4-1 " the recort.

5. A :sport mom 1.4===wwrimm Sta:C=74 ZeITZSZwwrot M41:0W.

a. a :able of

b. a stater:et= of the Comtract Auditor's scope amd

c. fihamcial arid

pr.. am=:.'7'""' 7

6

d. supp1emer-tar7 Imalm===, =het:v.:es xtd commemts.

Camtemt of Itaragememt Latter. The mar.agemt letter sha= ^e

addreased;to :he Suoertmzemdemt, Departmemt of

amd cottaim the'to:lowtmg parts:
73 73
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foreword.

1 table zf dam:smss,

Exhibit 6. (page 10 af 13)

3. A staze=a=z zt the Gc===act Audit=r'5 sc=pe a=d desCvlprIc=

tvatemts (3.1 the =a=agamer.t letter.

Disclzmixe z- all st..jr-44ica=z 41444gs

3. Evaluitic= a=d.z====azia-d-r.s.

444.1.44

BuCgat 7' --;:attx=s

T 511= Ze.

61,a cl=mvplop 7.¶.4 ====Wan."' .W.

"I 11

.e

the

.
amm.f.:air.nTa.. .4 suzla .71.7=is ATT. ... ........ ....1 ..4.0,,".4.;..

..., QS . .0.112 .111.113 ..a. ... 0...0 *Mt We ..... G.P.P.M.0 MI 0
'

C

/ Ms 7.e"-d. c.i dar==.1. 4,.. ce:=Ttces --------J '6,...- -- Cc----,,-- laCt..1==,-. --- . .. *ft 21 . INC.
.

4 'While 4 4 .." " 28°"..."' roS , 5:726:: be avead -- -_------ I.:.s==.cr -- ... ----.-_. ..:.

Sh=uld 1...Z=tress

.:A

1 =-; ow. rt .4 wsl
4a'a.1===. ' a -2r.aa''' ZS 7.ma

a. The a==--= cf each r..gzass -. -a= !d'-41 be sr.x-.

. - . . . .

2. zach.tacraes: :c=.7=s=ess pamehe: sca- ze

,

444 T --cert---Am szaza=a==0- -=e ccs=s act=all7 14 r==.. c=s-ts7

be d4splz7ed crF=Friata c..ag=r=es.. ,

c. i. c eTehr. shall zhe *t=al parded.-: be =de "

cf tie !i=al d=2.1!: zt -6e

aaz-able tz the Do==: c!

ria.mrict

C.

24T4sed Szazur.es, zelaz4=4

:he Deza---e==
4.0C2".."

40.

r eS
74

1

del-7e .-

rer.crt zhd =2=2"" 1 --

mbal '4,1.0Nt
1

4C....4 Sec-- 1CB-53,

4 11.
ow .... 11. goo
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A. Exhibit 6. (page 11 of 13)

- prescribe such other cendicie=s as ari appropriate =de: vhich

pros= pa7=eit3 shall be allowed.

3.. Tits Lir.itatiets. The titatable sat forth belo4 shall,be !alloyed t the
_

-cleses; e.mt=t possihle. This ti.matable, however, =m7 be =edified b7 the

Departramt-of Eduaatiot upea fixdits that sch,=cdifica.';4etS
p.

; 'jeepardite.tha successful co=platiem of the audit.

Expected date for cottract to be a:warded

1..qacted date !or commatcameat of audit

;.2/ =70=2= G47.2.

Expected data

. 1 .1.Z=

suirtittal of

7. 72.CPCSA2.

praparita. 7r=pcsaL ft:6.a , '''.,
oftromono, OP

the

Thehattedo- .Zr atd "a mpproach.,-

:ha ;.Z": A ^

phases at.d steps

4"4Imlftd.s O :aka 1".:,..;.

be folleoed mtd the'tests mtd

per.th=tits cork required shall be outLited.

Resourtes to be used: The resourtes tha:

th4vork, ittluditg

the vork cor.tetplatad

the =2=4, mr.4

vould tot

atd Moms MI

the audit. The proposee

X.7.117:1riLniS be I:Sad it

4--e=ds 7:Z r

of, the scope of

aad :ha =cut= of tite to be dcyoted b7 each

eth_ 44.or S pece.2. mad that o- mr.7 rube:I:tractors who o'ze
4:4

a

to =gage.

Immo

C. Ti-ne Period of 1.*====.1-la. 7he Cc:1=c: Aud4ror's es:irate of the :ice

re-uirec mo co==lete the vork,
_

41,..4olb at. esti-hate of the dates ot

vork tit =toe atd .1.4_, re?ctt vd".be

75
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Exhibit 6. (page 12 of 15)

D. Cost of lia=iatian. The cast of audit shall le itemized hy the following

categories:

1. Category I

a. P.L.9S-S61 =A, Title I, Part A comparability

b. P.1..95-561 State Administration

c. P.L. 89-750, Neglected or/Delinquent

d. P.L. 89-750, Children in Adult Correctional Institutions

2. Category II

a. P.L. 89-3IZ, Star-v. Progr= for Eandicapped Children

7 SUbmiztal of Proposal

1. All proposals for conducting the audit as outlined herein shall be

subcitted

ASW.:51.72=1:

Office of

the $ tate it three copies at :he following address:

Supetintendent, Business
Business Services

Deparrnen: of Education
State of Eawaii
Eanolulu,' Eawaii 96E12

/. Proposals Shall be submitted to the State

V. AWARD 07 CONT1ACT

t 10.= than 12:CO

Proposals shall he =pared and the Contract Auditor selected on the basis

04 the follow-ins ctiteria:

A. The degree to which,each proposal complies ie.", the specifications.

B. The qualification and cotrpetency of each. prospective consultant as

relected in the nature of izs organtzation, its staff cazab4":4es its

fac'14-4es, ts past experience and tts reputation.

C. The cocpet c-as that each prospective Contract AudLtor ittends to comnit

to the work..
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Exhibit 6. (page 13 of 13)
D. :he costs Ltd a=ticipated bc=elits of each proposal.

v. Other criteria as domed tacessary by the Deparo=e= of Educatio .

The Depar==e=t of Sducatiam is mot required to'select that proposal which

specifies the lowest price or cast. The Depart=s=t of Zducaciat =ay =aks

cou=tarproposals to a=y proposal to obtal= the C3L favorable cer=s. The

Depart=s= of Zducatio= =ay reject all proposals whet, it its opi=ion, tome a-

the proposals meets the requirememts of the spiicatio=s, the required cam

pec=iss wr4" tot be brought to bear am the work required, the be=efits to be

dartved 2=3 Li.A2,17 to be less thz= ar.ticipated, OT-Zhe InejtV=LZ= 'LS otherwise

"m best- i=terest. of the Depar==== of Educatiott. :====mje.--= of all

proposals, the Zepar====

without

. =ay tr.= foo taw proposals,

the specificatior.s.
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Exhibit 7. (Illinois)
ARNIM.

(page 1 Of 1)

AUDIT QUESTIONNAIRE
REGION COUNTY

DISTRICT NAME AND NUMBER
PROJECT NUMBER

O Yes 0 No 1. Is this audit a separate audit as required by 10E?

2. Does the audit cover the period as indicated on the Notification of Grant
0 Yes 0 No Award (I0E 66-01 or 10E 20-31)?

3. Dos the audit Include a statement of liquidation of previous btidget
0 Yes 0 Nb periods? If "No" exfilaln.

O Yes 0 No 4. Does the audit include a project balance sheet? If "No" explain.

5. DoeS the audit include a statement of project expenditures by line item and
0 Yes 0 No classification Compared with the approvd budget? If "No" explain.

,

6. Was any total xpense classification (contractual services, travel, material0 Yes 0 No ahd supplies, Other) of the approved budget Over or under expended by
more than 10% of the expense classification? Explanation of cause should
be attached.

o Yes 0 No

O Yes 0 NO

.0 Yes 0 No

0 Yes, 0 No

O Yes 0 No

O Yes 0 NO

Er Yes

O Yes
O Yes

O Yes

E No

O No
O No
O No

0 Yes 0 No

O Yes 0 No

O Yes 0 No

O Yes 0 No

O Yes 0 No

O Yes 0 No

0 Yes 0 No

0 Yes 0 No

0 Yes 0 No

7. Were 'federal funds expended for items. not included In the approved
budget? If "Yes" explain.

8. Wer funds encumbered prior to the approval of the Grant? lf, "Yes"
explain.

9. Wre encumbrances or obligations included in the report of expenditures
actually incurred during the budget period for WhiCh the expenditures were
claimed, and upon liquidation properly adjusted? If "No" explain.

10. Was the same item reported as an expenditure in two or more budget
periods (i.e. encumbrances in budget period and payment in another)?
If "Yes' explain.

.11. Does it'd audit include a list of equipment authorized in the approved
budget compared with equipment purchased? If "NO" explain. (Title IV,
ESEA)

12. °were an inventory items costing 5100.00 or more allocated an inventory
number and was that number plainly affixed to eaCh piece of equipment?
If "No" explain.

.13. Was.a register maintained of inventory items showing:

A. Date of purchase

B. Description

C. Cost

D. Location
If "No" explain.

14. In your opinion are the internal control procedures in use adequate under
the CircurnStanCes? If "No" give a brief description of the problem areas.

15. Did you discover anY irregularities in the handling of funds?

16. Does your report include an unqualified opinion of the eligibility of
expenditures under the approved project? If "No'' explain.

17. If you have denied an opinion or given a qualified opinion, state the reason
briefly.

18. Is the accounting system adequate and generally in accordance with the
Illinois ,Financial Accounting Manual for Local School Systems or the
Illinois Program Accounting Manual? If "No' do:Scribe deficiencies.

19. Were federal funds inveited? If "Yes" was the interest earned ret:arned
through 10E, to.the federal agency involved.

20. Does the audit include a description of the method and extent of tests, ex-
aminations and other techniques used in making the required verifications?
(Title IV ESEA)

21. Were the attendance centers that were selected to receive Title I funds
calculated correctly from the sour cetlata?

22. Did the source dare document the information that Was provided on the
Comparability Report?

23. Were all expenditures in the project of a suipplementary nature'

EOSE N
24. If recom' endations were noted in the prior year audit, please detail how

e, the distric has implernebted those recolnmendatiOns.

EXPLANATIONS (Indicate with number. Use
back if needed.)

79 76



(page 1 of 3)

Exhibit 8. (Tndiana)

Audit Checklist

1. Parent AdvisJr. ,:ouncil (PAC)

A. Interview .ith chairperson and/or member of the district RAC.

1. How ia.17 meetings are ilanned on a regular basis?

2. How .n4u: meetings have been held to dale,this program
year?' t.i,ow minutes.

AnsW.:1

3. Are .11(1. r elec:ed by the parents in the district? Are a
majort parents of Ti71e-I participants?. 'Demonstrate

. How was eltction held?

. How va ., officers elecied?

.6d1S1

J. Have Ircinent documents been provided to members? Which
ones?

Answer

6. Are p.-ents.aware of procedures for registering complaint's
and sugg.2stions? Cite specific instances.

Pmswer.

7. In whz,: ,:ays did PAC advise LEA on planning, implementatin
and erallation?

81



Exhibit 8 . (page 2 of 3)

S. Does f..t include membeis rePresenting Eligible but.not
partic:Iting children and schools? List example.

9. Have rolL.ers of PACs bcen provided a training program by

the Describe.

. AnSV.el

B. Intervie.,,' chairperson and/Or member otiscTiool PACs.

1. Does the Title I project employ more than 1 F.T.E. staff
membel '

AnSlel

2. Does lue Title I project serve more than forty (40)
partic,Ttnts?

Answer.

Note: If answers to both (1) and (2) above are-"No," ighcre
remaining questions of this section B. If either (1).
or (2). is answered "Yes," then proceed. Both
questions should be answered by the local Title I,
Contact Person.

. Are members elected by parents in the attendance area? Are
a majority parents of Title I participants? Demonstrate
breakd9wn.

Answer:

4. Does Title I prOject serve 75 or more participants?

Answer:

Note: If.answer to (4) is "No," igT -'-' remaining questions
of this section B. If "Yes," , proceed.

82
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Exhibit 8 (page 3 of 3)

5. Do the bu,Iding councils consist of eight or more members

elected to serve for .terms rf two (2) yea:s? Illustrate

membership.

Answer:

6. Do building councils elect officers after they have been

formed?

Answer:



Exhibit 9. (Iowa)

Audit Guide
(page 1 of 2)

VIII. PARTICIPATION BY CHILDREN ENROLLED IN PRIVATE SCHOOLS

Objective

To ascertain that the LEA has implemented adequate management priorities

and controls for assuring that the use of Title I resources for providing

services to chiltiren in private schools is consistent with the-requirements

of legislative intent.

1. Interview the LEA project director to determine procedures in

workihg with private schools. Determine if these procedures

comply with Section 130.

Findings:

2. Interview the private school official and determine if they

are'knowledceable concerning Title I.

Findings:

3. Review source documents to determine eligibility of private

"school children as to residence, test scores, needs.

Findings:

4. Ve.-ify if Title I equipment has been placed in t e private

school and ascertain its usage.

Findings:.
6 85
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. Exhibit 9 (page 2 of 2)

S. Determine if the priva.te school is pirticipating'in the PAC. ,

Findings:

11

4

86
83

11
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Exhiliit 10. (Kansas)
Audit Report: Selection of ParticiOnts (page 1 of 3)

Selection of Participants 0
I. Interview project director to determine procedures used to select participants. Compare this

procedure to the .selection criteria specified in the approved application..

FINDINGS:
Determining procedures.

Sante as specified in application
Exceptions

COmments:

2. Obtain a listing of participants in a project school and their test selection scores. Determine if the
students were those who had the greatest need (lowest scoring children).

FINDINGS: -
Students with greatest need selected.

Yes
No

CoMments:

3. Review test selection method to determine that children,were not participating who have scored
at or above the norm (50%. grade level equivalent. etc.).

FINDINGS:
All students participating are below the norm.

Yes
NO

Comments:

0

4. Determine if diagnostic testing was dOnr-to assess individual problems for project emphasis and
content.

FINDINGS:
Was diagnostic testing done to assess individual needs?

,Yes
No

COMnients:

Test, used.

I

.87
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Staff
Exhibit 10 (page 2 of 3)

Compare_ the project apphcatinn personnel list to determine if those were the only liersons
receiving. Title I payments.

FINDINGS:
Are poit ions x4 i1itI mennne?

Yes
No.

Comments:

2. Determine that Title I paid personnel (professional non-professional) were used as
supplemental and not replacement of general staff and or general Aid.

FINDINGS:
Staff is supplernental and not supplantal.

Yes
Exceptions

Comment5;

,

3. Review the documentation of in-service training sessions to determine if joint training between
aides and professional staff' were conducted.

FINDINGS:
joint in-service between ades and professionals.

Yes
Exceptions

Comments:

8,0
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Exhibit .10 (page
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Exhibit 11. -(14abrask.i)

Audit Report

(page 1 of'1)

,

C. Size, Scope, Quality

1. ProjeCt application personnel list will be reviewed to determine if those'
were the only persons receiving Title I payments and compliance with the
FTE specified.
Findings:

Action:

b.

2. Title I personnel will be interviewed to determine if staff specified in
the application wasin compliance with dutiei allowed to be perfo-rmed under
Findings: P.L. 95-561

Action:

3. Title I paid personnel (profestional/non-professional ) will be reviewed_to,
ascertain if they were used ,as supplemental%
Findings:

Action:

4. The documentation of in-service training, sessions will be reviewed to
determine tf joint training between aides and professional staff were
conducted as well as the.appropriateness and -poSition effectiveness.
Findings:

Action:

87



Exhibit 12A. (New Mexico)
Quality Control Questionnaire

0

(page 1 of 6)

SAS 4 identifies nine elemeats.of quality codtrol thar.
public accounting firms must consider in order to assure
themselves that they have complied with generally-accepted

-N
- auditing standards,when expressing an opiniOn on,f4nancia:1,
statements. the polidies and procedures that individual
lirms develdp to deal with these quality control eldMents 14.:Na,

are determined by such factors,as the size and structure
of the firm and its operating philosophy.

,

One factor'thst the State Auditor must consider in', ,
determining whether an audithas beep condLicted_in accord7
Ince with generally accepted 'ailditing standazp gall be ihe,
quality controls used by-the independent auditor's account-
ing.firm. The sample questionnaire on thefollowing pakes
was drawn.from the AICPA discussion dra47t, -Quality Control
Policies and Procedures for ParticipatingCPA Firms," issued
April 1977 by the Special-Committee on Proposed Standards
for.Quality Control Policies. and Procedures.. This'form
permits the accounting firth, whatever its size, to provide
the State Auditor with.basid evidence of its quality con-.
trols. However, the firm may 'submit to the State Auditor's
Office 1:ts. Own document evidencing itssreview of quality
controls if that document provides at a minimum tte informa-,
tion.covered in the sample questionnaire.

.The quality control information is to be submitted only
once a year, at the xime the firm submits its.first audit .4.
report for that fiscal year.

93 .
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nExhibit 12A (page 2 of 6)

(Name of Public Accounting Firm)
Quality Controls In Effect

As .of , 19

V4---

I have reviewed the following-policies and procedures that relate to quality ..-

contt61s.and have in'dicated whether or not I believe each of the listed policies

or procedures is being followed:

Question

10.1.1

JNDEPENDENCE
,

1 Communicate policies and procedures relating
. to independence of personnel at all organi-

,zational levels.

a. Inforth personnel of the firM' inde-

pendence policies and proCedures and
advise them that they are expected to
be familiar with these'policies and
procedures. '

SP S.

b. Emphasize independence of mental
0. attit.ude in training programs and .

in supervision and review df engage-
ments.

ASSIGNING"PERSONNEL TO ENGAGEMENTS

1. Delineate the,firm's approach to astigning
...personnel.

a. Identify 'cn.a timely basis the staffing
requirements of specific engagementi.

,

b. Prepare time budgets for engagements
to determine manpower requirements
and.to schedule field work,

c. Evaluate the qualifications of personnel
as to,experience, position, background,
and special.expertise.

d. Plan the ihvolvement by supervisory
personnel:

,"

Yes No Notes or Comments



Exhibit 12A (page 3 of 6)

Questou I Yes Notes or Comments

e. Avoid situations where possible indepen-.
dence problems and conflicts of interest
"may exist, such as assignment of personnel
to engagements for clients who are.former
employers or are employers of certain kin.

f. Avoid assigning personnel to an engage-
1:ment who have been'assigned at.that
responsibility level on that engagement
more than i specified number of tiMes or.
a specified number of years.

CONSULTATION

1. Identify areas and specialized situations
where consultation is required.

a. Maintain or piolfride access to adequate
reference libraries and other authori-
tative sourtes.

b. Provide an enyironment in which personnel
are encouraged co Seek dbunsel from
designated specialists.

c. Require documentation as to the considera-
tions involved in the reiblution of
differences of opiftIon.

-SUPERVISION

Provide procedures fOr planning engagements.

a. Assign responsibility !or planning an
engagement. Involve appropriate per7,
sonnel assigned to the,engagement in
the planning process.-,

b. DevelOp background infbrmation,or review
information ibtained from prior engage-

, .ments and-update for changed circum=
Stances.

c. 'Describe matters to be inclUded in the
eneagement planning process, such as
ihe follb*ing:

(1) Development of proposed audit
programs.(5

.95

90
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,Exhibit 12A (page 4 of 6)

Question Yes No Notes or Comments

(2) Determination of manpower reqUire-
meats and need for specialized

'knowledge.

(3) Development of estimates of time.

required to complete :he engagement.

2. Provide procedures for maintaining the firm's

standards of quality for the work performed.

a. Provide adequate supervision at a '

organizational levels considerin the

training; ability, and experience of

the 1.-.zxsonneI assigned.

b. Develop guidelines for the form and

content of working papers.

Provide procedures for reviewing engagement
working pabers and reports.

equire that reviewari have appropriate

competence and responsibility.

b. Determine that work'performed is com-
plete and conforms to the firm's
standards of quality.

c. Describe.documentation evidencing review
of working papers and the reviewer's

findings.

d. Provide for review of the report/0y an
appropriate individual-having no oclier

responsibility far the engagement.

=ZIG

1. Maintain aprogram designed to obtain

qualified personnel

a. Plan for the firm's personnel needs at

all levels'and establish- qUan:ified
hiring objectives based on current
cljAncele, anticipated 'growth, per-
sonnel turnover, iftdividual advance,-
ment, and retiremInt.

b: keview hiring results periodically to'
determine whether goals and personnel

'needs are being achieved.

96
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Exhibit 12 A (page 5 of 6)

Question Tea No
.

Notes or Comments .

2. Inform applicants and new personnel of the
firm's policies amd procedures relevanc-co

chem.

a. Prepare and maintain a manual.describing-
policies and piocedutes !dr distributiOn
to personnel.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

1. Establish, guidelines and requirements for the
firm's professional development program and
communicate them co personnel.

a. EStablish..Continuing-prafassibtal edu-.
cation requirements for personnel'ac
each level wichim the firm.

b. Provide personnel with professional
literature relating,to current develop==
nents,in prOfessional technical standards.

c. Monitor continuing professional education
programs and maintain appropriate records,

both on'a firm and an.individual basis.

d. Emphasize the importance of on-chi-job
training'as a significant part' of -an'

individual's development.

I ADVANCE=

1. Evtablish qualifications deemed necessary
for the various levels of responsibility
within the firm.

i)

a. Prepare guidelines describing responsi-
bilicies-at each level and expected
performance and qualifications necessary
for advancement of each level. 4

b. Use a persnnel manual or ocher. means
'?-communicaLl advancement policiesand

ceduris co personnel, ,

c. Gather and evaluate information on
performance of personnel.

97
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. Exhibit 12A (page 6 Of 6)

Question Yes No Notes or Comments

ACCEPTANCE AND CCM:IN-CAN= OF-CLIENTS

1. Establish procedures for evaluation of pro-
spective clients and for their approval aS
clients. .

a. Communicate with the predecessor auditor
as required by audicing standards.

b. Evaluate the firm's independence and
ability to service the prospective client.
In evaluating the firm's ability, consi-
der needs-for technical skills, knowledge
of the industry, and personnel.,

c. Info= personnel of the firn's policies'
and procedUres fcJr accepting clients.

INSPECTION

1. Determine,:he inspection procedues mecesSary
to provide reasonable assurance 'that :he
firns ocher quality control policies and
procedures are operating' effectively.

(Auditor) (Date)



Exhibit 12B (New Mexico)

STATE AUDITOR'S O= page 1 of 3)
FF

AUDIT PROGRA

(

M

Client: Period Ended

.

SCEOOLS

WS/
T...1

Done

?lanai:am the Audit

1. Assignment made by audit manager or
superviior.
A. Engagement letter.
. First notiication to client.

2. Preliminary work.
A. Review prior year:

(1) Audit report
(2) Work papers
(3) Internal control study ani

evaluation
(4).Audit progran
(5) Permanent file

B. Review correspondence file.
C. Review statutory provisions.

A, Update pernanent file with

Period or Extent of
.0.

$,

-

pertinent statutes.
D, Sstart permanent file on new,clients

r

3. Pre-audit conference with audit manager
or supervisor.
A.. Second notification to client.

4. Pre-audit conference with client. the

following matters shoUld be discussed
at this meeting.
A. Engagement letter.
B. CUrrent economic climate (national,

state, and local) and effect on
el.ient's operations.

C. SignifiCant,changes in client's
-opemations, accounting sysmerl,.-
accounting principles, personnel,
etc. Are the books in balance and

1
up to date? 1

D. Client's financial statements.
What is the basis of .accounting?

This is a'suggested audit program that is to be used in developing a tailored
audit-pros:an. This audit program does not constitute an all-inclusive audit
program. 99
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STATE AUDITOR'S OFTICE
AUDIT PROGRAa Exhibit 12B (Pap 2 of 3)

Client: Period Ended

Done
t-

?eriod or
r

Planninst the Audit (coned)

E. Current developments with respect,
to auditconcerns or problems
encountered ill prior fiscal year
examination. ,

F. Disposition,of,prior fiscal year
recommendations.

O. Potential ef.lect of recent pro,-
nouncements of ALTPA.

R. possible opinion qualification
due to restrictions, if any,
placed by client on our work or

known, derarture fro=
I. Reporting requirenents and

deadlines. t

3.- Dates for interin examination,
inventory observaticns, a:c.
If applicable, coordination
with client's internal audi:
staff.

L. Assistance of client's personnel
in preparing wark*paperS.

M. P4ts_clientneeds to have'report:"
X. Working space and access to

building.
O. Tour of-client's physical facili-,

ties.

P. Type of record keeping eiployed
(manual or sane form of automated
system). ,

Relationship with other govern:-
menial units that may affect the.
audit.

0.

100.
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Client:

STATE AUDITOR'S'OTTICE
AUD/T PIECC241 gxhibit 12i'(page' 3 of 5)

Period Ended

Planning the Au4IL(Imild)
I

5. 'Second pre-audit conference' trith'faudic
-manager or supervisor.
A. Audit Signi(icance of items'

discussed a; meeting' with client.
3. Nature, titling and extent 6f audit

procedures in critical audit-areas.
C4 Applicability of statistical

sampling techniques.
D. Number of auditors required.

6. Alter the second pre-iudit conferenne,
prepare the audit planning, memorandun,
summarizing the pre audit confer,.
ences.

Qbtain the audit manager's or super-
visor's approval of the audit pro-
gram and time budget. (This,step to
be completed after the audic-program
and time budget have been prepared.)

"Z.

c

W/I3 Done Period or Extent of
/Adam By Examination andRemarks-



Exhibit'13A. (North Carolina)

Audit From

RECORDS TO BE OBTAINED FROM STATE OFFICE

Statement of cash receipts and disbursements:

Xerox copy of project ledger cards

(page 1 of 2)

iSCHEDULE , PAGE

DATE , AUDITOR

Sect red By:

ROPT's

Statement of budget disbursements and obligations outstanding:

Xerox copy of budget

Xerox copy of all amendments

Final financial completion report

List of outstanding obligations at state level

110..

Salary Analysis:

Certification that instructional personnel paid correct amounts

- spot at least 6 months

List of all personnel or payroll, position, salary

Target Area Selection:

Copies of pages 1 and 2 of Project Application

Maintenance of Effort:

Copies of pages from Statistical Profiles

Selection of Participants: ,

Copy of page 8 from project application

Copy of Statement by Ag2ncies providing Services 3n coordination with

Title I Activities from project application

Copy of Project Narrative - Selection Criteria from project application

'application

Project Information - Information sheet from correspondence file.

103
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AVAILABLE

Exhibit 13A (page 2 of 2)

INFORMATION-OR DOCUMENT OBTAINED AT LEA

NOT AVAILABLE

..

1. Accounting Records, Ledger Cards.

2. Logs to document expenses.

3. Bank Statements for project period.

4. Deposit slips and reconciliation.

5. List of outstanding obligations.

6. Payroll data records.

7. Time records for prorated positions.

8. Supplement schedules and minutes of board approvals.

9. Increment schedules for principals.

10. Workmen's compensation policy.

11. List of participating children.

12. List of children eligible for free lunches.

13. Principals monthly report for Sept., Oct., or Nov.

(MIS-601)

14. Equipment control records,

15. Mobile units locations.

16. PAC chairman's name and address.

17. CPA Report.

Explain any records not available:

104
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Exhibit 13B. (North Carolina)

AUDITOR'S QUESTIONAIRE-- LEA Superintendent

In general convertation include at least
the. following?

SUPERINTENDENT

(page 1 of 2)

SCHEDULE , PACE

DATE_ AUDITOR

1. Does the SEA Auditor have the cooperation and permission of the LEA Superintendent
to:

A. Interview, Seek Information and assistance from personnel in the
LEA in connection with ESEA Title I operations?

Findinr:s: Yes No

Comments:

B. Review accounting records, project records, files, document-a and other
materials maintained by the LEA relating to the ESEA Title I project?

Yes No

Comments:

Findings:

2. Determine name and proper title of person(s) dctly-responsible to. the LEA
Superintendent for the conduct and operation of ESEA Title I procrams.

Finding!:

3. Has the Superintendent assigned duties to the Director of the ESEA Title I
program other than those directly related to the program?

Findings: Yes No

Comments:

What are these additional duties assigned in'item 3 above?

Findings:

. Has the Superintendent instructed hat salaPies be prorated accordingly?

Findings: Yes No

Comments:

io.5



, AUDITOR'S QUESTIONAIRE CONTINUED:

Exhibit 13B (page 2 of 2)

DATE AUDITOR

6. Will the Superintendent be available for a conference (exit Conference) at
the completion of the on-site audit?

Findings: Yes No

CoMments:

106
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Exhibit 13C. (North Carolina)

AUDITOR'S 4UESTIONAIRE7-LEA Director

SCHEDULE , PAGE

,DATE , AUDITOR

DIRECTOR (page 1 of 2)

1. What are the duties assigned to this position?

Findings:

2. Is this a full-time position, if not, does the Director prorate his salary
and keep time records?

Findings: Yes

Comments:

No

3. Are lists of students participating and target schools available?

Findings: Yes

Comments:

No.

4. Are these lists (item 3 above) complete and accurate?

Findings: Yes No

ComMents:

5. Are names and duties of Non-Instructional staff available?

Findings: Yes No

Comments:

6. Are project files well organized?

Findings: Yes No

Comments:

Are inventOry records available?

Findings: Yes No

Comments: 107



AUDITOR'S QUESTIONAIRE

DIRECTOR (CONTINUED)

13. Are accounting records organized?

Findings: yes

Comments:

No

Exhibit 13C (page 2"of 2)
r

iCHEOULE PAGE

DATE , AUpITOR

9. Are records available to support maintenance of fiscal efforts?

Findings: Yes ,:No-----
Comments:

10. Are records available to support school attendance areaselection?
Findings: Yes No

c,

Comments:

11. Are records available to support selection of participants?

Findings: Yes No

Comments:

12. Are records available to document Private School participation?
Findings: Yes No

Comments:



Exhibit 13D. (North Caro1ina) (page 1 of 4)

Audit Report

SECTION 127(A)

"Sec. 127. .(a) RECORDKEEPING.--Each local educational agency
which receives fundiunder this title shall keep such records
and afford such access thereto as the State educational agency shall
prescribe, including records which fully disclose the 6mount,and
disposition of such funds, the total cost of programs and projects
in connection with which funds are used, the amount of the portion
of the cost of the program or ?roject supplied by other sources,
and 'such other records as will facilitate an effective audit.
Whenever a local educational agency carries on a single compensatory
education program paid for out of funds under this title as well
as State or local funds which meets all of the requirements of
this title and whenever, under section 131, the local educational
agency excludes expenditures from State and local sources in deter-
mining compliance with section 126 (b) and (e), the State educational
agency need not require the Federal funds to be accounted for
separately. In any proceeding, Sbate or Federal, for the recoup-
ment of any such funds which were misspent or misapplied, the per-
centage of the funds so misspent or misapplied which shall be deemed
to be Federal funds shall be equal to the percentage of the funds
used, or intended for use, for the program or project which were
Federal funds.

109
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Schedule Page

Date .Auditor's Initials

Exhibit 13D (page 2 of 4)

The audit of has been performed in

accordance with generally accepted auditing standards upon the

operation of this grantee for conformance with the compliance

with the legal and regulatory requirements.

The grantee has/has not met compliance with Section

Auditor's Statement:

A. Compliance item(s) tested:

B. The nature of the test(s) performed:
yommon.1

C. The extent of the test(s):

D. The results:

110
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Exhibit.13D (page 3 of 4)

SECTIO' 134

-

"Sec. 134. Notwithstanding any provision of subpart 3 of this

part, personnel paid entirely by funds made available'under this,

may be assigned to certain limited, rotating, supervisory duties
not'related to classroom instruction, the benefits of which are got

limited to participating children under this title. Such duties

may include only those to which similarly situated personnelonot
hired with funds made available under the title are assigned at the

same school site, and for which such similarly situated personnel

are paid, and may not exceed the same proportion of total time

as similarly situated personal at the same school site, or 10 per

centum of the total time, whichever is less."
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A

Schedule Page

.Date Auditor's Initials..

Exhibit 13D (page 4 of 4 )'

The audit of
, nes been performed in

accordance with generally accepted auditins standards upon the

operation of this srantee for conformance with the compliance

with the legal and resulatory requirements.

The grantee has/has not mat compliince with Section

Auditor's Statement:

A. Compliance item(s) tested:

..101=1....

B. The nature of the test(s) performed:

."1

sc,

C. The extent P:t'the test(s):

D. The results:

112
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C.

5. Comparability

Exhibit14. (Oklahoma)
.

Audit Procedures

(page ,1 of 1)

a. Compare Ttle 1 schools identified on the comparability,)
report with the Title.1 schools listed on the approved
application to verify uniformity.

FINDINGS:,

b. Review the LEA'
regulations.

FINDINGS:

groupig,of sChools for'adherence to "

c. Review the LEA's comparability working papers for math-
ematical _accuracy.

FINDINGS:

Review samplc of enrollment A-40'i amplbyee records,,-payroll

records, salary schedules, pel.sonnel schedules, etc., to

determine if comparab.lity was computed as required by

regulations.

FINDINGS:
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Exhibit 1.5. (South Dakota) Audit Report

. 3. EXPENOITURES RELATED TO RANKING OF PROJECT AREAS ANO SCHOOLS

Section 124(e)
"A local educational agency may receive fundl,un-
der this title only if such funds,are allotated
among project areas or schools for programs and
projects-assisted under this title on the basis
of the number and needs of childeen to be served
as aetermined in accordance with section 123."

NOT APPLICABLE - LEA serves only onelementary and/or second-
ary Title I attendance area

Compliance Status of Expenditures Related to Ranking

a. The LEA has provided Title I staff and resources for
instructional and supporting services on the same
basis in each project area or school, or

b. The LEA has 'equitably allqcated funds among project
areas on the basis of the number of children served

Dollar Allocation Summery SuI7rtary Comparison of Staffing Ratio

Dollars
Per School

Particip.
Ouo. Count

Oollars
Per Parti

Attendance Area
or School

Eligib.
Enroll.

R 0 NG MATH

Needs Partic. FTt Ratio Needs Partic.I FTE Ratio

,

o 1

TOTALS/AVERAGES

Notes and Narrative Oata:



4. EVALUATION
Eihibit 15 (page 2 of 2)

Section 124(g)
"A local educational agency may receive funds
under this title only if
"(1) effective procedures are adopted for evalua--
ting, in acrordance with the evaluation schedule
promulgated .by the Commissioner under section
183(g), the effectiveness of the programs assisted
under this title inmeeting the special educational
needs of educationally deprived children;
"(2) such evaluations will include, during each
three-year period, the collection and analysis of
data relating to the degree to which programs as-
sisted under this title have achieved their goals,
including the requirements of section 130. and
will also include objectivemeasurenents of educa-
tional achievement in basic skills over at least
a twelve-month period in order todetermine whether
regular school yearprograms havesustained effects
Aver the summer; and
"(3) the evaluation will address the purposes of
the programs, including the requirements of,section
130, and the results of the evaluations WAll be
utilized in planning for and improving Projects
and activities carried out under this title in
subsequent years."'

Evaluation Instrument and Schedule Summary:

Grades
TestedName of Test

Testi nct Oates

Pre I Post

1.

NCE gains for two previous years:

FY : Reading ; Math ; L.A.

FY : Reading ; Math ; L.A.

Compliance Status of Evaluation

a. Representativeness of evaluation findings: Conclusions

apply to the persons or schools served by the project

b. Reliability and validity of instruments and procedures:

1. They consistently and accurately measure the
objectives of the project

2. They are appropriate considering factors such as age
or background of persons served by the project

c. The evaluation'procedures minimize chance for errors:

1. The instruments are properly admininstered

2. Scoring and,transcription of the data is accurate

3. Analysis procedures used are appropriate for the
assumptions from the data

d. Valid assessment of achievement gains in:

1. Reading, Math, and Language Arts in grades 2-12

2. Language Arts does not include a project designed to
teach English to non-English speaking children

e. Appropriate procedures,to evaluate sustained gains
are included in the evaluation plan

116

Notes ano Narrative Oata:
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Exhibit 16. (Tennessee) (page 1 of 2)

Audit Report

D SUPPLEMENTAL USE OF FUNDS AND
COMPARABILITY SERVICES

1, Obtain 8opies of comparability studies and other
inr7ormation submitted to the SEA to show that
State ana local funds are,used to provide target
schools services comparability to services in
nontarget schools. Evaluate the reasonableness
of the information considering the policies
identified in step 1 and determine whether:
(116a.26)

00"

a. data meets the minimum requirements of Title 1
regulations regarding comparability of teacher-
pupil ratios and per pupil expenditures.
(116a.26 (e)

Date

b. data is readily supportable by records of
expenditures, personnel-assignments, and
pupil attendance.

2. Test the validity of information obtained in the
above steps at selected target schools, and on-
target schools serving the same gradelevels.
Obtain frciam school records and. discussions
with school principals and teachers information
for making an independent comparison of staffing.

Document aqd didparties.

3. Zatermine that training provided to specialists,
classroom teacheri, and aides is directly educati-

tionally deprived children (116a,36 (a)

117

110

Auditor's W.P.
Initials Ref.



Determine that no services generally provided_

to all children are paid for from Title 1 funds

(116.40)

Exhibit 16 (0age 2 of 2)

Auditor's W.P.

Date Initials R4f.

5. Determine whether the LEA considered in it's

application benefits which may have teen available

through other public and private agencies which

would contribute toward meeting the needs of'
Q:

educationally deprived children (115.41)

6. Obtain copies of LEA records that will show

personnel assigned to target schools and the

sources of funds used to pay salaries at the

schools for the period under review. Determine

the extent the use of Title 1 funds actually

increased the level of staffing at the target

schools as opoosed to merely funding positions

previously financed with State and local funas.

Did Title 1 pav for the excess cost of services

orovided to particimants or replace State and

local funding? (116.40)

7. Evaluate any-findings in light of information

submitted to SEA with the LEA's project apoli-

cation. The auditor should.conclude whether

(1) the information was sufficient to assure

the SEA that Title 1 funds Would not be used

to sunolant State and local funds, (2)

the LEA provided comoarab7e services in target

schools, and (3) the project was imolemented in

the manner described in the project applicatioa.

(116.40)
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Exhibit 17. (West Virginia) (page 1 of 2)

EXCESS COST-SUPPLEMENT/SUPPLANT

Tide I expenditures are used to provide only services that the
applicant is not required to provide with state and local funds.

Yes No N.I.

2. Title I funds have not been used to fund programs which replace
similPr programs supported in previous year by non-federal funds.

Yes No N.I. W.P.

3. Title I funds are not providing,any services, including services
provided under a special program, that is the same as similar to

a service required by law.

Yes No N.10 W.P.

4. Are Title I.employees restricted from substituting for regular personnel
Absences?

Yes No N.I. 1W.P.

The total Title I instructional time per child does not exceed 20%
of the total instructional time computed on a per day, per week, per
month, per year basis.

Yes N.I. W.P.

WEST VIRGINIA BOARD OF EDUCATION RECOMMENDED INSTRUCTIONAL TIME PER DAY

Grade K-3 Grade 4-6 Grade 7-12

Per Day
315 Minutes

20% =
63 Minutes

Per Day
345 Minutes

209 =
69 Minutes

Per Day
375 Minutes

20% =
75 Minutes

119
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Documents Reviewed:

Comments:
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APPENDIX A

Sources cf Information

Educ. Program Dir. Chapter 1
Arizona Dept. of Education
1535 W. Jefferson St.
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Asst. Supt. for Compensatory Educ.
California Dept. af Education
.'21 Capitol Mall, 3rd floor
Sacramento, CA 95814

Supervisor, Chapter 1
Colorado Dep... of Educ.
201 East Colfax Street
Denver, CO 80203

Director; Compensatory Education
Georgia Dept. of Education
State Office Building
Atlanta, GA 30334

Education Specialist, Disadvantaged
Hawaii Dept. of Education
1270 Queen Emma St., Room 1002
Honolulu, hI 96813

Manager, Compensatory Educ. Sect.
Illinois Dept. of Education
100 North First Street
Springfield, IL 62777

Director, Chapter 1.ECIA
Indiana Dept. of Publ. Instr.
State House, Room 229
Indianapolis, IN 42604

Chief, Chapter 1 ECIA
Iowa Dept. of Public Instr.
Grimes State Office Bldg.
Des Moines, IA 50319

on Exemplary Materials

Coord., State & Fed. Pgms. Admin.
Kansas Dept. of Education
120 East 10th Street
Topeka, KS 66612

Coordinator, Chapter 1
Missouri Dept. of Elem. & Sec. Educ.
P. O. Box 480
Jefferson City, MO 65102

Director, Chapter 1
Nebraska Dept. of Education
P. O. Box 94987
Lincoln, NE 68509

State Director, Chapter 1
New Mexico Dept. of Education
Education Building
Santa Fe, NM 87501

Director, Compensatory Education
North Carolina Dept. of Publ. Instr.
Education Building
Raleigh, NC 27602

Director, Compensatory Educ.
Oklahoma Dept. of Education
2500 North Lincoln
Oklahoma City, OK 73015

Coordinator Chapter 1 ECIA
Div. of Elementary & Secondary Educ.
State Office-Building #3
Pierre, SD 57501

Director, Compensatory Education
Tennessee Dept. of Education
Room 111, Cordell Hull Bldg.
Nashville, TN 37219

Director, Compensatory Education
West Virginia Dept. of Education
Capitol Complex, Rm. 252, Bldg. 6
Charleston, WV 25304
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